Surah 2 Surah Baqara

THE BULL

SUMMARY OF TOPICS CONTAINED IN SURAH BAQARA

Towheed
Jihaad in Allaah's path
Matters of administration

Risaalah
Spending in Allaah's path
Matters of welfare

Surah Baqara was the first Surah revealed in Madinah. Since there was a strong presence of Jews in and around Madinah, this Surah addresses them in detail. Among them were many affluent and learned people. Therefore, if these people were addressed and convinced of the truth of Islaam, they would be able to influence many others.

By constantly making mention of Towheed, all aspects of it are discussed and its antithesis (Shirk) is refuted from all angles. This is necessary because the Mushrikeen, Jews and Christians were involved in the following three types of Shirk:

- Considering the angels, saints and idols as beings who possessed knowledge of the unseen, they called on them for assistance in their difficulties.
- They used to take oaths and make sacrifices in the names of their gods and even erected altars where these would be offered. They believed that by making these offerings, their gods would be pleased with them. In this way, they thought that they would be blessed with wealth and children, and that these gods would draw blessings from Allaah.
- They believed that the gods and saints that they worshipped are so loved by Allaah that He would never reject their intercession or their pleas on behalf of those who worshipped them.

A BRIEF SUMMARY

Surah Baqara can be divided into two sections. The first section commences at the beginning of the Surah and ends with the words “...and they are the ones who have Taqwa” [verse 177]. The second section begins from this point and concludes at the end of the Surah.

The first section discusses two themes viz. Towheed and Risaalah. Towheed is discussed from the beginning of the Surah until the words “...and they will not be helped” [verse 123]. The discussion of Risaalah begins with the verse “When his Rabb tried Ibraheem...” (verse 124) and ends at the end of the first section (verse 177). Therefore, the first section is like a commentary of the Kalimah “Laa ilaaha illallaah Muhammadur Rasulullaah.”

The second section discusses matters that pertain to people's reformation, and gives advice about how people may correct their spiritual and social affairs. It also gives details concerning waging Jihaad and spending in Allaah's cause. This section commands the Muslims to fight for the preservation of the Kalimah “Laa ilaaha illallaah Muhammadur Rasulullaah.”

THE ESSENCE OF THE SURAH

Together with correcting religious and material matters, Jihaad should be waged against the Mushrikeen to preserve the Kalimah.

What should always be borne in mind is that no person's word will be accepted when it contradicts the Shar’iah, irrespective of his status. While the Shar’iah need not conform with the beliefs and actions of any saint or Sufi, the beliefs and actions of every saint and Sufi must conform with the Shar’iah.
1. Alif Laam Meem (Only Allaah knows its meaning.)

2. There is no doubt (or error) in this Book (the Qur’aan which Muhammad ﷺ recites to you). In it is (a means of) guidance for those with Taqwa (for those who carry out what they are commanded to do and who abstain from what they have been forbidden).

3. Those (with Taqwa are they) who have Imaan in (who believe in the truth of) the unseen (paradise, hell, Jinn etc), who establish salaah (they regularly perform salaah ensuring that all its conditions are fulfilled) and who spend from what We have provided for them (in obedience to Allaah’s commands).

4. Those (with Taqwa are they) who believe in what has been revealed to you (in the Qur’aan) and what has been revealed before you (in the Torah, the Injeel and other divine scriptures) and they are convinced about (the reality of) the Aakhirah.

5. These (people described above) are the ones who are on guidance from their Rabb and they are the successful ones (who will successfully gain entry into Jannah and will be saved from Jahannam).
6. Verily, it makes no difference to the Kaafiroon (those destined to die as disbelievers) whether you warn them or do not warn them; they will still not have Imaan (faith).

7. Allaah has placed a seal upon their hearts (so that no good enters it) and upon their hearing (so they do not heed what they hear), while there is a veil over their eyes (so they do not see the truth). Theirs shall be a terrible (severe and eternal) punishment.

8. Among people there are those (the hypocrites) who say, “We believe in Allaah and in the Final Day (in the Day of Qiyaamah),” whereas they are not Mu'mineen (believers because this belief is not in their hearts).

9. They (attempt to) fool Allaah and the Mu'mineen (by posing as believers), but they fool only themselves without realising it (because they are the ones who will suffer disgrace in this world when Allaah exposes them and they will suffer in the Aakhirah as well when they are punished).

10. A disease (of hypocrisy and mistrust) is in their hearts, and Allaah increases their disease (because of their disbelief). They shall suffer a painful punishment on account of the lies they speak (their lie is their claim that they are Muslims).

11. When they are told, “Do not cause corruption (mischief) on earth (by preventing people from Islaam and promoting kufr),” they say, “We are but reformers (peace-makers).”

12. Behold! They are the corrupters (trouble-makers), but they do not realise it.

13. When they (the hypocrites) are told, “Believe like the people (the Sahabah)”, the
14. When they meet those who have Imaan, they say, “We (also) have Imaan!” but when they are alone with their devils (their leaders), they say, “We are really with you (in faith). We were only mocking (the Mu'mineen).”

15. It is Allaah who mocks them (delays their punishment, thereby making them believe that they will not be punished) and gives them rope (delays their punishment) in their disobedience (in their kufr) as they wander blindly (in confusion).

16. These are the people who have purchased misguidance (error) at the price of guidance, so their trade shall neither be profitable (in fact, their trade shall earn them the great loss of everlasting destruction in the Aakhirah) nor will they be guided (in their efforts).

17. Their likeness (the comparison of the hypocrites) is like that of people who lit a fire. When the surroundings lit up (and they enjoyed the light, heat and security of the fire), Allaah took away their light and left them in the darkness, unable to see (they cannot find their way and are scared. Similarly, while the hypocrites are pleased to pose as Mu'mineen and enjoy their security, they will panic when they die and face punishment in the Aakhirah.)

18. Deaf (unwilling to hear the truth), dumb (unable to say anything good) and blind (unable to see the straight path), they will never return (to the straight path).
19. Or (the analogy of the hypocrites is) like pouring rain from the sky accompanied by a giant deal of darkness as well as thunder and lightning. For fear of death, they (those caught in the storm) push their fingers in their ears because of (the frightening sound of) the thunder (in an effort to keep out the sound). Similar is the condition of the hypocrites who try not to hear the verses of the Qur'aan that condemn kufr and which contain warnings and clear proofs. They regard these to be darkness, thunder and lightning, fearing that if they listen to all of it, it will result in the death of their own religion within themselves. However, they are unable to silence the Deen of Allaah despite their efforts. (After all Allaah encompasses the Kaafiroon (Allaah surrounds them completely. Regardless of what plan of action they choose, Allaah has complete knowledge of everything they do and He has complete power over them. They cannot escape Him).

20. Soon the lightning (the clear proofs of the Qur'aan) may take away their eyesight (it may awaken their sleeping hearts by removing the blindness of their spiritual eyes). Whenever it (the lightning) lights up (the way) for them, they walk in it (in its light) but when darkness overcomes them, they stand still (whenever they hear something that appeals to them, they accept but no sooner do they hear something they do not like, then they reject it). If Allaah wills, He could even take away their (physical) abilities of hearing and seeing (just as He took away their spiritual eyes and ears). Verily Allaah has control over all things.

21. O people! Worship (only) your Rabb Who has created you and Who has created those before you, so that (by worshipping Him) you may develop Taqwa (piety).

22. (Worship your Rabb) Who has made the earth a bedding for you (which is neither too hard nor too soft), the sky a roof, and has sent water for you from the sky, using it (the water) to bring forth fruits (all types of foods) for your sustenance. So never make others equal (partners) to Allaah (in worship) when you know (that they cannot create as Allaah creates and therefore do not deserve to be worshipped).

23. If you are in doubt about what We have revealed to Our bondsman (if you doubt that the Qur'aan which was revealed to Muhammad (is from Allaah), then produce even a single Surah like any in the Qur'aan (something that can match the eloquence, the beauty, the style and the prophecies of the Qur'aan). And (you are also at liberty to) call your witnesses (your helpers and deities) besides Allaah if
you are truthful (stand up to this challenge if you feel that you are truthful in your claim that Muhammad ﷺ was the author of the Qur’aan. If your claim is correct, you will easily be able to compose something equal if not superior because Muhammad ﷺ was an untutored person).

24. If you cannot accomplish (do) the feat (of producing a Surah like one in the Qur’aan), and you will never be able to do so, then fear that Fire (which you are soon to enter), the fuel of which is (Kuffaar) men and stones (including their idols). It has been prepared for the Kaafiroon (who will be punished there regardless of whether they feared it or not).

25. And give good news to those who have Imaan and who do good acts (who carry out the obligatory and optional injunctions of Islam) that for them shall be gardens beneath which rivers flow (flowing beneath the trees and palaces). Whenever they are given any fruit to eat there, they will say, “This is what we were fed with before (in the world).” However, the fruit given to them shall only look the same (the taste, quality and other qualities will be very different from the fruit of this world). There (in Jannah) they shall have spouses (partners) who have been purified (from all impurities) and they will live there forever (neither will they die nor will they be removed from Jannah).

26. Verily Allaah is not shy to quote the example of even a mosquito or something more (or less important). As for those who have Imaan, they know that it is the truth from their Rabb. As for the Kuffaar, they say, “What does Allaah intend with these examples (Of what use are they?)?” (The reply to their disrespectful question is that) Allaah causes many to be misguided by them (with these examples, Allaah causes many people to stray from the truth because of their kufr) and guides many with them (because of their Imaan, the Mu’mineen are rightly guided by these examples). Only the evil-doers (the Kuffaar) are misguided by them.

27. (The evil-doers are) Those who break the promise (pact) they made to Allaah after
agreed to it (referring to the promise Allaah made them take at the hands of their prophets that they would believe in and assist Rasulullah ﷺ if he appeared in their time), who cut off those things that Allaah has ordered that they join (such as family ties), and who spread corruption (mischief) on earth. These are certainly the losers (because they are headed for Jahannam).

28. How can you disbelieve in (deny) Allaah when you were once lifeless (non-existent) and it was He Who granted you life (brought you into existence)? Thereafter He will cause you to die and give you life (once again on the Day of Qiyaamah) and then you will return to Him (for accountability).

29. (If you require evidence to prove that Allaah can resurrect the dead, take note that) It is He Who created for you whatever is on earth (as well as the earth itself). Thereafter He turned His attention to the sky and perfected it as seven skyes (creating things there for man’s benefit). He has knowledge of all things. (It is therefore foolish to believe that a Being Who can create such great things is unable to bring mankind back to life after they have all died.)

30. When your Rabb said to the angels, “I am about to place a deputy on earth (someone to carry out My commands on earth, referring to Hadhrat Aadam ﷺ).” (Basing their deductions on the unruly behaviour of the Jinn who lived on earth before the creation of mankind) The angels said (out of surprise and not as an objection), “Will You place on earth someone who will cause corruption there and spill blood, whereas we (always) glorify Your praises and proclaim (call out) Your purity (and are therefore more deserving of the position of being Your deputy)”? Allaah said, “Indeed, I know what you do not know.” (Allaah knows the wisdom of His creation.)

31. Allaah taught Aadam the names (and meanings and qualities of all things), and then presented these (things) before the angels saying, “Inform Me of the names of these if you are truthful.” (If you are truthful in your claim that you are more deserving of being Allaah’s deputy, your knowledge ought to be superior to his.)

32. (Unable to provide the answer) The angels submitted, “We proclaim Your purity (You are so
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Pure from all faults that none can object to Your decree! We possess only the knowledge that You have taught us. Without doubt, You are All Knowing, the Wise.

33. Allaah said, “O Aadam! Inform them (the angels) about the names of these things.” When he (Aadam عليه السلام) informed them about their names (together with the reason for their creation), Allaah said (to the angels), “Did I not tell you that I know (all) the unseen things of the heavens and the earth, and that I know what you make known and what you hide (in your hearts)?”

34. When We told the angels, “Prostrate (bow down) to Aadam (as a token of respect but not to worship him),” they all prostrated, except Iblees (Shaytaan, whose name was Azazil and who lived among the angels). He refused, was arrogant (claiming that he was superior to Aadam عليه السلام) and was from among those who rejected (Allaah’s orders).

35. We said, “O Aadam! You and your wife (Hawwa) may live in Jannah and eat as much as (whatever) you desire and from wherever you desire. However, do not approach this tree, otherwise the two of you will become of the unjust ones (those who are disobedient),”

36. So Shaytaan (Iblees) caused the two of them to be taken out of Jannah, thereby removing them from that in which they were (from the honour and comfort that they were enjoying). He achieved this by tricking the two unsuspecting souls into eating from the tree. We said (to the couple and their unborn progeny), “Go down (to earth) as enemies to each other. On earth you shall have a place to live and a place to gain benefit for a while (for as long as you live),”

37. So Aadam عليه السلام received (learnt) a few words from his Rabb (teaching him how to ask for forgiveness) and (when he recited them) Allaah pardoned him (the words were “O our Rabb, we have oppressed our souls and if You do not forgive us and show mercy to us, we will surely be among the losers”). Without doubt, He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
38. We said, “Go down from here (from Jannah), all of you. If there comes to you any guidance (a prophet or a book) from Me, then those who follow My guidance (by having Imaan in Me and obeying My commands) shall have no fear (of calamities) on them, neither shall they grieve (in the Aakhirah).”

39. Those who disbelieve in Our Aayaat (revelations, signs) and say that they are false shall be the dwellers (inmates) of the Fire, where they will abide forever (without dying and without escaping).

40. O Bani Israa’ee! (the descendants of Ya’qoob, who was called Israa’ee!)! Call to mind (remember) My favours that I gave you (the numerous favours that I gave your forefathers. Remember these so that you may thank Me by obeying Me). Fulfil the promise (pact) you made to Me and I will fulfil the promise I made to you and fear Me only (honour the promise you made to believe in Muhammad ﷺ and I shall honour My promise to enter you into Jannah).”

41. Believe in what I have revealed (in the Qur’aan), which supports that which you have with you (the Torah. The Qur’aan supports the subjects of Tauheed and Risaalah expressed in the Torah), and do not become the first rejecters (from among the Jews because you will then be responsible for the sin of those who reject after you). Do not trade Allaah’s verses (those verses in your scriptures that describe Rasulullaah ﷺ) for a small price and fear Me only (do not conceal these verses for fear that you would lose the wealth that your subordinates give you. You should rather fear Me only).

42. Do not mix the Haqq (the truth, which I have revealed) with lies (that you have invented) and do not knowingly (intentionally) conceal the Haqq (the truth concerning the prophethood of Muhammad ﷺ).

43. Establish salah (perform salah regularly, ensuring that all its conditions are fulfilled), pay zakaah and bow (in Ruku in prayer, or be sincere) with those who bow (perform salah in congregation with other Muslims).
44. (Addressing the Jewish scholars who encouraged other Jews to become Muslims, Allâah says,) Do you command people to adopt piety (to embrace the Deen of Muhammad ﷺ) and forget (to do so) yourselves, whereas you are the ones who recite the Book (the Torah, which confirms the prophethood of Muhammad ﷺ)? Have you no understanding (of your wrongdoing)?

45. Seek assistance with sabr (balance) and salaah. Without doubt, this is difficult, except for the humble ones (those who fear Allâah).

46. (The humble ones are) Those who are convinced (of the fact) that they will meet their Rabb, and that they will return to (meet) Him (in the Aakhirah for accountability).

47. O Bani Israa’eeel (children of Israa’eeel ﷺ), call to mind My favour (bounties) that I gave you (your forefathers) and that I preferred you (your forefathers) above the universe (above the people of their time).

48. Fear the day (of Qiyaamah- the Day of Resurrection) when one soul will not pay anything towards (the damages of) another, no intercession will be accepted (on behalf of a Kaafir), no ransom (compensation) will be taken, and they (the Kuffaar) will not be helped (they will not be rescued from Jahannam).

49. (O Bani Israa’eeel, remember the time) When We rescued you (your forefathers) from the people of Firaun who severely tortured you by slaughtering your (infant) sons and leaving alive your daughters (to be used as slaves). In this was a great test for you from your Rabb. (Firaun killed the infant boys of the Bani Israa’eeel because he saw a dream that told him that one of them would grow up and end his rule of Egypt.)
50. (Remember the time) When We split (opened) the sea for you (to escape your enemy) thus saving you and We drowned the people of Fir‘oun while you watched (the sea engulfing them).

51. (Remember also the time) When We fixed forty nights for Moosa (after which We gave him the Torah), then you (the Bani Israa‘ee), started worshipping the calf (which Saamiri crafted for you) after he (Moosa) had departed, (thereby) acting most unjustly (by worshipping something besides Allaah).

52. Thereafter We forgave you (accepted your repentance) so that you may be thankful (for Our kindness).

53. (Remember also the time) When We gave Moosa the Book (the Torah) which was the Furqaan (Decider between right and wrong) so that you (the Bani Israa‘ee) may be rightly guided.

54. When Moosa told (those of) his people (who worshipped the calf), “O my people! You have certainly oppressed (wronged) your souls by worshipping the calf, so turn to your Creator for forgiveness and kill yourselves (let the innocent among you execute the guilty ones). This (execution) is best for you in the sight of your Creator.” Then Allaah accepted your repentance. Indeed, He is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

55. (Remember the time) When (after hearing Allaah speak) you said, “O Moosa! We shall never believe you until we see Allaah clearly (with our own eyes),” So a thunderbolt struck (seventy of) you (dead) while you were witnesses (to your fate).

56. Then We brought you back to life after your deaths so that you could be thankful.
57. (Also among the many favours that We gave you was that) We shaded you with the clouds and sent manna and salwa to you (saying) “Eat from the pure things that We have provided for you (and do not store it for the future).” (However) They (the Bani Israa’eel) did not oppress Us (they did not harm Us by disregarding Our commands), but they oppressed (harmed) only themselves (because they suffered the consequences of their disobedience when their food started to rot).

58. (Recall the time) When We said (to the Bani Israa’eel), “Enter this town (Jericho or Baytul Maqdas) and eat as much as (whatever) you desire and from wherever you please. Enter the gate (of the town) with your heads lowered, saying, ‘Forgive us.’ We will then forgive your sins and grant more (rewards) to those who do good.”

59. The oppressors substituted (changed) the words (“Forgive us”) with words which they were not told (thereby changing the meaning), so We sent a punishment (a plague) from the heavens upon the oppressors because of their disobedience. (They changed the word “Hitta” meaning “forgiveness” to “Hinta”, meaning “wheat”. By the afternoon, the plague had killed 70000 Jews).

60. When Moosa asked for water for his people, We told him, “Strike the stone with your staff.” Then twelve springs gushed from the stone and each tribe (from the twelve tribes) knew its place of drinking. (We said to them) “Eat and drink from Allaah’s provision and do not spread corruption on earth.”
61. When you (the Bani Isra'eel) said, “O Moosa! We cannot tolerate (patiently bear to eat only) one type of food (manna and salua), so pray to your Rabb on our behalf (asking Him) to bring forth for us what the earth produces, from its greens, cucumbers, wheat, lentils and onions.” Moosa ﷺ said, “Do you wish to receive what is inferior in exchange for that which is superior?” (However, when they refused to change their minds, Moosa ﷺ prayed to Allaah and Allaah issued a command saying) “Go down to any town and you will find what you ask for.” Disgrace and homelessness (poverty) were struck on them (became their fate) and they became deserving of Allaah’s anger. This was because they disbelieved in Allaah’s Aayaat and used to kill the prophets unjustly. This was because of their disobedience and wrongdoing (because they did not live within the limits set by Allaah).

62. Verily those who have Imaan (from the followers of Muhammad ﷺ as well as those who lived before his coming and who believed in prophets of their time) and those from among the Jews, the Christians and the Saabi’een who have Imaan in Allaah and the Last Day (who accept Islam after the coming of Muhammad ﷺ), and who carry out good acts (in conformity with the Shari’ah of Muhammad ﷺ), theirs will be a reward by their Rabb. They shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve.

63. (O Bani Isra’eel, do not forget the time) When We took your promise (that you would practise the injunctions of the Torah) and raised Mount Toor above you (when you refused to fulfil your promise) saying, “Hold firmly to what We have given you and heed what is in it (by practising all its commands) so that you may fear (sinning and Jahannam).”

64. Then (after making the promise) you turned away (from it). If it were not for Allaah’s grace upon you and His mercy, you would have certainly become of the losers (you would have been doomed if Allaah had not inspired you to ask Him for forgiveness. As a result of Allaah’s forgiveness, your punishment was turned away and you were not destroyed).

65. You (the people of the Bani Isra’eel) are certainly well aware of those from you who failed to honour the Sabbath (by fishing on Saturdays when they were prohibited from doing so). So We told...
66. We made it (their punishment) an example (an admonition) for those who were present (at that time) as well as for those after them, and a lesson (a warning) for those who fear Allaah (because it is only such people who will heed the lesson).

67. (O Jews, remember the time) When (after requesting Moosa who had committed a murder to ask Allaah) Moosa said to his people, “Verily Allaah commands you to slaughter a bull.” They said, “Are you joking with us?” He (Moosa ) replied, “I ask Allaah to protect me from becoming one of the ignorant ones (one of those who joke about Allaah’s commands).”

68. (After realising that Moosa was serious,) They (the Jews) said, “Call to your Rabb to explain to us what type of bull it should be.” He (Moosa ) said, “Indeed, Allaah says that it must be a bull that is neither old nor young, but aged between the two. So do as you are commanded.”

69. They said, “Call to your Rabb to explain to us what colour it should be.” He said, “Allaah says that it should be a bright yellow bull which pleases those who look at it.”

70. They said, “Call to your Rabb to explain to us exactly what type of bull it should be because all bulls appear the same to us. Then, if Allaah wills, we will definitely be rightly guided.” (Rasulullaah has mentioned that the Banu Israa’il would never have found a suitable bull if they had not used the words “If Allaah wills.”)
71. Moosa (A.S) said, “Allaah says that it must be a bull that is neither trained to plough the soil nor to water the fields, and which is healthy without any faults (neither should it have any imperfection nor any stains or markings on its hide).” They said, “Now you have brought the truth.” So (after a tiresome search and after paying a high price) they slaughtered it, although they did not want to (because of the high price).” (Rasulullah ﷺ said that if the Jews had slaughtered any bull at the beginning, it would have sufficed. However, they only made matters difficult for themselves by asking so many questions.)

72. (Call to mind the time) When you murdered a soul and then began putting the blame on each other, while Allaah was to uncover what you hid (concerning the truth of the matter). (This verse refers to the murder mentioned above and is therefore the beginning of the story. It is mentioned afterwards so that a separate lesson can be learnt from it.)

73. We said, “Strike it (the murdered corpse) with a piece of it (with a piece of the slaughtered bull so that the dead man can tell the people who murdered him),” In a like manner does Allaah bring the dead back to life and He shows you His Aayaat (His power) so that you may understand (that just as Allaah brought the dead man back to life, he will do the same on the Day of Qiyaamah when He brings mankind back to life).

74. Thereafter (O Jews, even after seeing an example of how people can be brought back to life and after seeing so many of Allaah’s Aayaat) your hearts hardened (against accepting the truth), becoming like rocks or even harder. (In fact, even rocks are not so hard because) There are those rocks from which rivers gush forth, while some of them split open causing water to flow from them. Then there are even those that fall (prostrate) because of fear of Allaah. (However, unlike these rocks, your hearts remain unaffected and show no sign of softness or surrendering). (However,) Allaah is not unaware of what you do (Allaah is giving you more time only because the predestined time for your punishment has not yet arrived).

75. (O Mu’mineen) Do you still hope that they (the Jews) will have Imaan for your sake when there is a party from them (their Rabbis as well as those who went to Mount Toor with Moosa and heard Allaah speak) who listen to Allaah’s speech (the Torah) and then purposely alter it after understanding it? (Entertain no such hopes because they will not follow you in Imaan.)
76. When they (the hypocrites who are actually Jews) meet the Mu’mineen they say, “We have Imaan.” However, when they (the Jews) are alone with one another, they (the Jewish leaders) say (to those pretending to be Mu’mineen), “Did you inform them (the Mu’mineen) of what Allaah has disclosed to us (in the Torah concerning the description of Muhammad ﷺ) so that they (the Mu’mineen) contest with us (Jews) before your Rabb (on the Day of Qiyaamah, thereby proving that we were guilty of not following Muhammad ﷺ despite knowing that he was Allaah’s final prophet)? Do you not understand (that you should stop doing this)?

77. Do they not know that Allaah has knowledge of what they hide as well as what they reveal (make public)?

78. Among them (the Jews) there are illiterate people (the masses) whose only knowledge of the Book (the Torah) are hopes (lies from fabricated stories which their leaders have trained them to narrate). All they know is how to guess (because of which they deny the prophethood of Rasulullaah ﷺ).

79. May those people be destroyed who write the Book with their hands (dreaming up the words) and then say, “This is from Allaah,” so that they may sell it for a worthless price (for a small commercial profit). May they be destroyed because of what their hands write and may they be destroyed because of what (the bribes) they earn. (This verse refers to the Jewish scholars who changed the text of the Torah that described Rasulullaah ﷺ, as well as the text that sentenced the married adulterer to death by stoning. Besides this, they changed several other texts as well. They did this for the benefit of the people who bribed them.)

80. (When the Jews are warned about Jahannam) They say, “The Fire will touch us only for a limited number of days.” (Some said that this would be forty days, because their forefathers worshipped the calf for this period of time. Others said that it would be for seven days while another group said that it would be forty
Say (to them, O Muhammad ﷺ), “Have you taken a promise from Allaah (to this effect) which He cannot break? (Not at all! The truth is that) You are merely attributing to Allaah statements about which you have no knowledge.”

81. Without any doubt (you shall enter Jannah and remain there forever)! Those who commit evil (Shirk) and whose evil acts have enveloped them (causing them to die Mushrikeen), these are the ones who will be the occupants (Inhabitants) of the Fire (of Jannah) where they will live forever.

82. Those who have Imaan and who do good deeds shall be the occupants of Jannah, where they will live forever.

83. (Remember) When We took the promise from the Bani Isra’eeel (instructing them with the words) “Worship Allaah only, be kind towards parents, relatives, orphans and the poor; speak kindly (in a good manner) to people (by encouraging them to do good, to stay away from evil and to speak the truth about Muhammad ﷺ), establish salaah and (continue to) pay zakaah.” Thereafter (after accepting the terms of the promise) all besides a few of you turned away (from the divine laws), showing no concern.

84. (Remember also) When We took a promise from you that you will not spill (shed) your blood (the blood of your people) and you will not expel (drive out) yourselves (each other) from your homes. Thereafter you agreed, standing as witnesses (over yourselves).
85. Then you (O Jews) were the ones who killed yourselves (each other) and expelled a group of your people from their homes, sinfully and unjustly assisting (others to fight) against them. If they (your own people whom you fought) come to you as prisoners, you would ransom them (claiming that your religion commands you to set prisoners free on ransom), whereas expelling them was forbidden for you (in the first place, but you failed to heed this command). Do you believe in a part of the Book (the part concerning the ransoming of prisoners) and reject a part (the part concerning fighting your people, expelling them and assisting others to fight them)? What else can be the punishment for those of you who perpetrate (do) this besides disgrace in this worldly life and being subjected to (given) the severest of punishment on the Day of Qiyamah? Allaah is not unaware of what you do. (Although the message of this verse is universal in nature, the verse refers specifically to the Jewish Banu Qurayza tribe of Madinah who were allies of the Arab Aus tribe and the Jewish Banu Nadheer tribe who were allies of the Arab Khazraj tribe. Because these Jewish tribes had aligned themselves to the Arab tribes of Madinah, they had to side with their allies when these two Arab tribes fought each other. As a result, they broke the explicit commands of the Torah which forbade them from fighting each other and from expelling each other. While priding themselves for fulfilling the command of accepting ransom for prisoners, they foolishly disobeyed the other commands of their scripture. The disgrace that the verse refers to occurred when the Banu Qurayza were executed and the Banu Nadheer were exiled from Madinah and taxed.)

86. These are the ones who have purchased the life of this world in exchange for the Aakhirah (hereafter by giving preference to the life of this world). The punishment will neither be lessened (lightened) for them nor will they be assisted.

87. Undoubtedly We gave the Book (the Torah) to Moosa (Moses) and We sent messengers after him (Moosa) one after another. We gave clear signs (miracles such as bringing the dead back to life, curing the blind and people who suffered from leprosy) to Isa (Jesus), the son of Maryam and strengthened him with the Rubul Qudus (the angel Jibra'eel who was with Isa wherever he went). Why is it that every time a messenger came to you with what did not appeal to your desires, you behaved arrogantly? So you denied a party (of the messengers, among them the likes of Isa and Muhammad) and killed another (party, among them Zakariyya and Yahiya).

88. They (the Jews mockingly) say (to Rasulullaah), “Our hearts are covered (in a veil so we cannot understand what you say).” Not at all! (The truth is that) Allaah has cursed them (removed them from His
mercy and rejected them) because of their disbelief (and not because of any covering on their hearts). As a result, there are very few of them who have Imaan.

89. When a Book (Qur’aan) from Allaah comes to them confirming (supporting) that (Torah) which is with them, (they reject it) even though before this they used to pray for victory over the Kuffaar (by saying, “O Allaah! Assist us against our enemies through the avenue and grace of Your final Prophet Muhammad ﷺ.” However, when what they recognise comes to them (the Prophethood of Rasulullaah ﷺ), they deny it (they reject it, fearing that they will lose their leadership). Allaah’s curse is on the Kaafiroon.

90. Evil is that (price) for which they (the Jews) have sold their souls (their share of rewards) ; (this price being) that they disbelieve in what Allaah has revealed (the Qur’aan), (and they were) jealous of the fact that Allaah sends His kindness (revelation) upon whichever of His bondmen He chooses (the Jews were jealous of the Arabs because Rasulullah ﷺ was from the Arabs and not from them). So they earned anger upon anger (because they rejected Isa & Muhammad and because they changed the Torah). There shall be a humiliating punishment for the Kaafiroon.

91. When they (the Jews) are told, “Have Imaan in what Allaah has revealed (in the Qur’aan and other revelation),” they say, “We believe (only) in what was revealed to us (the Torah).” They disbelieve in everything else even though it is the truth which confirms (supports) what is with them (the Torah). Tell them, “Why did you murder Allaah’s messengers before if you were Mu’mineen (as you claim)?” (If you really believe in the Torah as you claim, why did you murder the prophets when the Torah clearly prohibited this? This verse is addressed to all Jews because although it was their forefathers who had murdered the Ambiya, the Jews who came after them approved of what their forefathers did.)

92. Verily, Moosa ﷺ came to you with clear signs (miracles such as his staff which became a snake, his shining hand and the splitting of the sea), but then you started worshipping the calf after him (after his departure to the mountain) and you were oppressors (transgressors).
93. **(Remember)** When We took a promise from you (that you will obey the commands in the ‘Torah’) and (after you refused to carry out the promise, We) raised Mount Toor above you (saying) “Hold fast to what We have given you and listen (to the commands otherwise the mountain will be dropped on you).” They said, “We hear and we disobey (Your command).” Because of their kufr, the (love of the) calf was absorbed (soaked) into their hearts. Tell them, “Evil indeed is that (worship of the calf and rejection of Muhammad &S) which your belief (in the Torah) orders you to do, if you really are people who believe (as you claim).” (The verse makes it clear that the Jews cannot have belief in their Torah as they say they have because they do not obey the commands of the Torah which clearly told them to worship only Allâah and to believe in Muhammad &S on his arrival.)

94. Say, “If the home of the Aakhirah (Jannah) is entirely for you only and for no one else (as you claim), then wish for death if you are truthful.” (If you really believe that Jannah is only for you, why do you not wish for an early death so that you can reach Jannah sooner? If your claim is true, why do you fear death?)

95. However, they shall never wish for death because of the (evil) acts (such as rejecting Muhammad &S) that their hands have sent ahead (to the Aakhirah). Allâah has perfect knowledge about the oppressors (the Kaafiroon. Allâah will therefore punish them for their kufr).

96. Without any doubt, you will find them (the Jews) to be the greediest people for life (because they know that they are heading for Jahannam), even greedier (for life) than the Mushrikeen (who do not even believe in the life after death). Each of them wishes that he would be granted a life of a thousand years. However, even if he were granted this life, it would not save him from punishment. Allâah is Ever Watchful over what they do (Allâah sees what they do and will punish them accordingly).
97. (When one of the Jewish leaders was told that Jibra'eel  had brought revelation to Rasulullaah , he said that the Jews cannot believe in Rasulullaah because Jibra'eel is their enemy since he also brings punishment to people. Allaah says) “Tell them (O Muhammad ), ‘Whoever is an enemy of Jibra'eel (let him die in his anger because) by Allaah's command, he (Jibra'eel) has brought to your heart the Qur'aan which confirms (supports) what came before it (the books from Allaah before it) and which is guidance and a bringer of good news for the Mu’mineen (the good news that the Mu’mineen shall enter Jannah).”

98. Whoever is an enemy of Allaah, His angels, His messengers, Jibra'eel  and Mika'eel , then Allaah is certainly an enemy of the Kaafiroon.

99. (When a Jew said that Rasulullaah did not bring anything, Allaah replied by saying) We have certainly revealed clear Aayaat to you (O Muhammad ), It is only the wrong-doing ones who reject these (Aayaat).

100. Whenever they make a promise (to Allaah that they will accept the prophethood of Rasulullaah and assist him), will a party of them break it? The truth is that most of them do not have Imaan (because they have no conviction, they do not fear breaking their promises).

101. When a messenger (Rasulullaah ) comes to them from Allaah, confirming that (Torah) which is with them, a party of those given the Book (the Torah) throw the Book of Allaah behind their backs as if they have no knowledge (they pretend that they know nothing about what the Torah says about the arrival of Rasulullaah ).
102. They (the Jews) go by what the Shayateen advertised during the reign of Sulaymaan (that Sulaymaan, who practised black magic and was therefore a Kaafir, Sulaymaan never committed kufr, but the Shayateen were Kuffaar by teaching black magic to the people. They also taught them that which the (principles of black magic) was revealed to the two angels Haaroot and Maaroot in Babylon (Allaah sent these two angels to teach black magic so that people could save themselves from its harms). The two never taught anyone without first advising them, “We are merely a test (for you), so do not commit kufr (by misusing the knowledge of black magic).” So they learnt from the two of them such things by which they could separate a man from his wife. However, they can never harm anyone with it (with black magic) without Allaah’s command (permission). They learnt things (black magic practices) that are harmful to them (in the Aakhirah) and which did them no good. Without doubt, they (the Jews) knew that there is no share in the Aakhirah (in Jannah) for the one who purchased (practised) it (black magic). Evil indeed is the price for which they have sold their souls (sold their share of Jannah). If only they knew (if only they understood the true results of their actions, they would not have traded their good fortune in the Aakhirah for the short-lived pleasures of this world).

103. If they (the Jews) had Imaan (believed in Muhammad and the Qur’aan) and adopted Taqwa (thereby staying away from sins like black magic), the reward with Allaah is best for them. If only they knew (If they understood that Allaah’s reward is better, they would have never lived as they did).

104. O you who have Imaan! Do not say, “Raa’inaa,” (to Rasulullaah). Whereas this word means “Consider us” in Arabic, it was an insult in the language of the Jews. The Jews therefore used this word as an insult when speaking to Rasulullaah. The Mu’mineen were therefore commanded not to use this word) but (to rather) say, “Undhurna” (which has the same meaning in Arabic but the Jews could not use it as an insult in their language) and listen (to what you are commanded, with the purpose of obeying). A painful punishment is in store for the Kaafiroon.

105. The Kaafiroon from the Ahlul Kitaab and the Mushrikeen (from among the Arabs) do
not like that any good should be revealed to you (Muslims) from your Rabb. However, Allaah concentrates (focuses) His mercy on whoever He pleases. Allaah is One of great kindness (The Possessor of great bounty).

106. (When the Kaafiroon teased the Muslims about commands from Allaah that were cancelled, Allaah replied by saying) Whenever We cancel any verse (either only the words of the verse or the verse together with the command) or cause it to be forgotten, We bring something better (easier or more rewarding) or equal to it. Do you not know that Allaah has power (control) over all things? (Allaah therefore has the right to cancel or give commands as He pleases.)

107. Do you not know that the kingdom (control) of the heavens and the earth belongs to Allaah (so that He can do as He pleases)? Besides Him, you have no Protecting Friend (Guardian), nor any Helper (who can save you from Allaah’s punishment when it comes and who will care for you).

108. Or do you wish to ask your messenger (Muhammad ﷺ to produce miracles) like how Moosa ﷺ was asked before (to make Allaah visible before the Jews)? The one who exchanges Imaan for kufr has certainly strayed from the straight path (from the path of truth). (Do not become doubtful because of the doubts that the Jews raise.)

109. Many of the Ahlul Kitaab would love to return you to being Kaafiroon after you have become Mu'mineen. This is because of jealousy from within them after the truth (about the prophethood of Muhammad ﷺ) has become apparent (clear) to them (in the Torah). Overlook and pardon (them without taking revenge) until Allaah issues (sends) His command (to wage Jihad against them; in the mean time exercise patience). Undoubtedly Allaah has control over all things.

110. So establish salaah and pay zakaah. You shall find with Allaah (the rewards of) whatever good acts you have sent ahead for yourselves. Verily Allaah is Watchful of
111. (Referring to the claim of the Jews that only they will enter Jannah and the claim of the Christians that only they will enter Jannah, Allaah says) They say, “None but a Jew or a Christian will enter Jannah.” This is their (false) hope. Tell them, “Produce your proof (evidence that only you will enter Jannah) if you are truthful.”

112. Not at all (many others will also enter Jannah)! In fact, the one who surrenders himself to Allaah and does righteous acts (only for Allaah’s sake and in the manner showed by Muhammad ﷺ) shall find his reward with his Rabb. Neither will fear overtake such people, nor shall they grieve.

113. The Jews say, “The Christians have nothing (do not have a true religion) to stand on (by saying this, the Jews deny Isa’s coming)”, while the Christians say, “The Jews have nothing (do not have a true religion) to stand on (by saying this, the Christians deny Moosa’s coming)”, whereas they (both) recite the Book (of Allaah, the Torah and the Injeel). Whereas the Torah of the Jews mentioned the coming of Isa, whereas the Injeel of the Christians mentioned that Moosa was Allaah’s true prophet. Those who have no knowledge (the Arab Mushrikeen and others) say exactly what they say (they say to people following a religion that they have no true religion to stand on). Allaah will judge between them on the Day of Qiyaamah concerning the matters about which they differ (Allaah will then allow those following the truth to enter Jannah while the others will have to enter Jahannam).

114. Who can do greater wrong than the one who prevents the name of Allaah from being taken in the Masaajid (the prevents others from salah and from Dhikr) and who does all he can to destroy them? (There can be no worse evil. This verse refers to the occasions when Baytul Maqdas was destroyed as well as the occasion when Rasulullaah ﷺ and the Muslims were prevented from visiting the Masjidul Haram. Allaah then instructs the Muslims to take action against such wrongdoers so that in future) Such people may only enter them (the Masaajid) in fear (unable to repeat their wrong). For them shall be disgrace (humiliation) in this world and a terrible punishment in the Aakhirah.
115. (When the Jews learnt that Allaah had changed the Qibla of the Muslims from Baytul Maqdas to the Kabah and that a person on a conveyance outside a town can perform salah facing any direction, they mocked the Muslims.) In response to this, Allaah made it clear that **To Allaah belongs the East and the West (the entire world). Wherever you turn (in salah by His command), you will find Allaah's presence there (you will be facing the Qibla that pleases Allaah). Undoubtedly Allaah (Allaah's mercy) is All Encompassing, (and He is) All Knowing.

116. They (the Jews, Christians and others) say, “Allaah has takes a son.” Allaah is Pure (free from any defect and from wanting children)! To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth (because Allaah owns everything, no one can be a relative of His). All are subservient to Him Alone (and they do as He commands).

117. (Allaah is) The Creator of the heavens and the earth (without copying a previous example). When He decides (to create or ordain) something, He merely says, “Be!” and it becomes (what He wanted).

118. Those without knowledge (the Kuffaar) say (to Rasulullaah ﷺ), “Why does Allaah not speak to us, or why do you not show us a sign (to prove that you are a prophet)?” Those before them said exactly the same thing (to the prophets of their times). Their hearts are alike (filled with kufr and stubbornness). We have already expounded (made clear) the Aayaat for those who have conviction (in these Aayaat and who believe in them).

119. Undoubtedly We have sent you (O Muhammad ﷺ) with the truth, as a carrier of good news (to those who believe you) and as a warner (to those who refuse to believe you). You will not be questioned about the people of the Blaze (about those in the fire of Jahannam. Allaah shall not ask you why they did not believe because your duty is to give them the message and not to force them to believe).
120. The Jews and the Christians will never be satisfied (pleased) with you until you follow their religion. Say, “(True) Guidance (the true path) is only the guidance (the path) of Allaah (Islaam). All religions except Islaam are misguided.” Without doubt, if you were ever to follow their wishes (their religions) after the knowledge (revelation) that has come to you, you will have no protecting friend nor any helper (to protect you) against (the punishment of) Allaah.

121. Those to whom We have given the Book and who recite it as it rightfully should be (deserves to be) recited (as it was revealed) are the ones who believe in it (this verse refers to a group of Christians from Abyssinia who accepted Islaam at the hands of Rasulullah ﷺ). Whoever denies it (Allaah’s Book by changing it) shall certainly be the losers (because they will suffer forever in Jahannam).

122. O Bani Isra’eeel (children of Isra’eeel)! Remember My favour that I gave you (your forefathers) and that I preferred you (your forefathers) above the universe (above the people of their time).

123. Fear the day (of Qiyaamah) when one soul will not pay anything (in the least) towards (the damages of) another, no ransom will be taken, no intercession will be accepted (it will not be of any use to a Kaafir), and they will not be helped (the Kaafiroon will not be rescued from Allaah’s punishment).

124. (Remember the time) When his Rabb (Allaah) tested Ibraheem ﷺ with certain words (commands) which he fulfilled. Allaah said, “I am going to make you a leader (an Imaam) of people (to lead them in matters of Deen),” Ibraheem ﷺ said, “And from my offspring (will You not make them leaders as well)?” Allaah replied, “My promise (of leadership) will not extend to the oppressors (the Kaafiroon).”

125. (Remember also the time) When We made the House (the Kabah) a gathering place for people (throughout the world) and a place of safety (from injustice and attack and a place of peace).
people) Take the Maqam of Ibraheem (the stone on which Ibraheem stood while building the Kabah) as a place of salaah (a place behind which you perform two Rakaahs of salaah after Tawaf). We commanded Ibraheem and Ismaa’eel (saying), “Clean (remove idols from) My house (the Kabah) for those who perform Tawaf, those who stay in it, those who bow (in Ruku) and those who prostrate (referring to those who perform salaah there).”

126. (Remember) When Ibraheem said, “O my Rabb! Make this (city of Makkah) a city of safety (of peace) and feed with fruit those inhabitants who believe in Allaah and the Last Day.” (Allaah accepted this prayer and made Makkah a place where no killing should take place, no plants should be uprooted and no animal hunted. Allaah also saw to it that Makkah receives food and products from the entire world.) Allaah said, “As for him who carries out kufr, I shall grant him enjoyment for a while, after which I will drive (compel) him into the punishment of the Fire (in the Aakhirah). It is the worst of places to be.”

127. (Remember) When Ibraheem and Ismaa’eel were raising the foundation of the House (the Kabah, and they prayed) “O our Rabb! Accept from us (the effort of building the Kabah). Indeed You are the All Hearing, the All Knowing (You hear our prayer and know our intentions and actions).”

128. (The two prayed further) “O our Rabb! Make us obedient to You and make from our descendants (progeny) a nation (a group) that is also obedient to You. Show us (teach us) our rites (the manner in which we should worship You) and accept our repentance (forgive our mistakes). Without doubt, You are the Most Pardoning, the Most Merciful.” (Although they were sinless, they asked for forgiveness because they were humble and this was done to teach people to ask for forgiveness after every good act.)

129. “O our Rabb! Send to them (to our descendants) a messenger from among them (who was Rasulullah) who will recite Your verses (of the Qur’an) to them, teach them the Book (the meanings and necessary explanations of the Qur’an) and wisdom (the Sunnat and the hidden mysteries and intricate allegories of the Qur’an) and purify them (from Shirk). Without doubt, You are the Mighty, the Wise.”
130. Only the one who makes a fool of himself will turn away from the religion of Ibraheem (because it is foolish not to realise that one has been created to worship Allaah and also foolish to dislike a religion that should be one's natural choice). We undoubtedly chose him (Ibraheem) in this world and he will be among the righteous in the Aakhirah (among those enjoying the highest ranks).

131. When his (Ibraheem’s) Rabb told him, “Surrender (your will and soul),” he replied, “I surrender (and devote myself) to the Rabb of the universe.”

132. Ibraheem and Ya’qoob advised their sons about it (about following Islam, the religion of Ibraheem) saying, “O my sons! Verily Allaah has chosen this Deen (Islam) for you, so die only as Muslims.” (In this manner, they instructed their sons to remain Muslims until their deaths.)

133. (When the Jews told Rasulullaah that Ya’qoob advised his sons to remain devoted to Judaism, Allaah revealed the verse stating) Or were you (Jews) present when death presented itself before (when it came to) Ya’qoob? (Were you there) When he asked his sons, “What will you worship after my death?” They replied, “We will worship your Ilaaah (Allaah) and the Ilaaah of your forefathers Ibraheem, Ismaa’eel and Is’haaq, (we shall worship) Him Who is Only One Ilaaah. We surrender to (obey and worship) Him only.”

134. They (Ibraheem, Ya’qoob and their children) were a group (Ummah/nation) who have passed on. To their benefit will be the actions they have earned (done) and to your benefit will be the actions that you earn (the actions that you do). You will not be questioned about what they did.

135. They say, “Become Jews (said the Jews) or Christians (said the Christians) and you will be
guided." Tell them, "(We will) Rather follow the religion of Ibraheem, which is not inclined towards any deviation (error) but is inclined to the straight way (the path of Allaah). He was never from the Mushrikeen."

وَلَوْ أُنْزِلَتْ لَكُمْ نَارٍ مَّثِيلُ فَرَأَتُوهُ مَتَّى مِثَالًا مَّثَالًا مَّنْ أَنْزَلْنَاهُ إِلَى إِبْرَاهِيمَ وَأُمَّهُ وَمَلَائِكَةَ يَا سُبُلُكَ لَا تَتَرَكْنِيۡ وَلَا تَهْزَؤْنِيۡ وَلَا تَعْمَلُوا الْبَاطِلَۡ" مَّنْ أَنْزَلْنَاهُ إِلَى إِبْرَاهِيمَ وَأُمَّهُ وَمَلَائِكَةَ يَا سُبُلُكَ لَا تَتَرَكْنِيۡ وَلَا تَهْزَؤْنِيۡ وَلَا تَعْمَلُوا الْبَاطِلَۡ

136. Say (O Mu’minun), "We have Imaan in Allaah, in what has been revealed to us and in what was revealed to Ibraheem, Ismaa’eel, Is’haq, Ya’qoob and the descendants of Ya’qoob, who were prophets, And (we also have Imaan in) whatever (Books and miracles) was granted to Moosa, Isa and what was granted to all the prophets from their Rabb. We make no distinction between any of them (we do not believe in some prophets while rejecting others like the Jews and Christians do) and we are obedient to Allaah."

وَقَالَ اسْتَوَىَنَّلَهَا مَا أَسْتَنْتَرِهِ، قَدْ آتَيْنَاهُ اسْتِثْنَاءً وَأَنْزَلْنَاهُ إِلَى مُوسَى وَإِلَى إِسْحَاقَ وَيَحُبُّ الْقَرْنِيَّةَۡ وَلَا يَحْبُّ الْعَفَفَۡ إِلَّا مِنْ أَنْزَلْنَا إِلَيْهِ بِلِفَادِكَۡ

137. If they (the Jews and Christians) have Imaan just as you (Mu’minun) have Imaan, then they are rightly guided. If they turn away, then they are determined to oppose you. Allaah shall be enough for you against them (Allaah is Sufficient as your Helper against their mischief, their harm, their enmity and their obstinacy). He is All Hearing, All Knowing. (It was not long after this verse was revealed that some of the Jews of Madinah were exiled while others were executed.)

ْمَا أُحِبَّ الْقَرْنِيَّةَۡ وَلَا يَحْبُّ الْعَفَفَۡ إِلَّا مِنْ أَنْزَلْنَا إِلَيْهِ بِلِفَادِكَۡ

138. (Say also, O Mu’minun) “Allaah has coloured (purified us) with the natural Deen of Islaam with which every child is born. Who (none) can colour (purify) better than Allaah? And we are His worshippers.”

وَقَالَ اسْتَوَىَنَّلَهَا مَا أَسْتَنْتَرِهِ، قَدْ آتَيْنَاهُ اسْتِثْنَاءً وَأَنْزَلْنَاهُ إِلَى مُوسَى وَإِلَى إِسْحَاقَ وَيَحُبُّ الْقَرْنِيَّةَۡ وَلَا يَحْبُّ الْعَفَفَۡ إِلَّا مِنْ أَنْزَلْنَا إِلَيْهِ بِلِفَادِكَۡ

139. (When the Jews told the Muslims in Madinah that prophets can be born only from the Bani Israa’eel and not from the Arabs, Allaah revealed the command stating) Say (to the Jews), “Do you argue (debate) with us about Allaah (about this choosing a prophet from the Arabs), when He is our Rabb and your Rabb (and therefore has the right to choose whoever He wills) and when our actions are for our benefit (making us worthy of having a prophet from among us) and your actions are for your benefit and when we are sincerely His (sincerely devoted to His Deen)?”

وَقَالَ اسْتَوَىَنَّلَهَا مَا أَسْتَنْتَرِهِ، قَدْ آتَيْنَاهُ اسْتِثْنَاءً وَأَنْزَلْنَاهُ إِلَى مُوسَى وَإِلَى إِسْحَاقَ وَيَحُبُّ الْقَرْنِيَّةَۡ وَلَا يَحْبُّ الْعَفَفَۡ إِلَّا مِنْ أَنْزَلْنَا إِلَيْهِ بِلِفَادِكَۡ
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140. Or do you (Jews and Christians) say that Ibraheem رضيعله(rng), Isma'eel رضيعله(rng), I'shaaq رضيعله(rng), Ya'qoob رضيعله(rng) and their descendants (children) were Jews or Christians? Say (to the Jews and Christians), “Have you more knowledge than Allaah (Who makes it clear that Ibraheem رضيعله(rng) and the others were neither Jews nor Christians)?” Who can be more unjust than the one who hides the statement (evidence) of Allaah that is with him? (None can be more unjust than the Jews who hide the part of the Torah that states that Ibraheem رضيعله(rng) followed the straight way of Islaam. The Jews and the Christians also hide those verses that speak about the coming of Rasulullaah ﷺ. However, they should beware because Allaah is not unaware of what you do.

141. They (Ibraheem رضيعله(rng), Ya'qoob رضيعله(rng) and their children) were a group who have passed on. To their benefit (for them) will be the acts they have earned (done) and to your benefit (for you) will be the acts that you earn. You will not be questioned about what they did.

142. (When Allaah changed the Qibla from Baytul Maqdas to the Kabah, He informed Rasulullaah ﷺ that the Jews and the Mushrikeen will object to the change. Referring to them, Allaah says,) Soon the foolish people will say, “What has caused them (the Muslims) to turn away from the Qibla towards which they were facing?” Say (O Muhammad ﷺ), “To Allaah belongs the East and the West (Allaah therefore has the right to fix the Qibla to any direction He pleases and none has the right to object). He guides whoever He wills to the straight path.”

143. Thus (just as Allaah has guided the Muslims to the straight path) We have made you (the Ummah of Rasulullaah ﷺ) such a group that is moderate in nature (free from excesses and shortcomings) so that you may be witnesses (on the Day of Qiyaamah) over people and the messenger (Rasulullaah ﷺ) a witness over you (When the nations of previous prophets will deny that their prophets preached the truth to them, the prophets will call for the Ummah of Rasulullaah ﷺ as witnesses for them. When the Ummah of Rasulullaah ﷺ testify that the prophets were truthful, they will be asked how they know this when they were not present during the times of the others. To this, the Ummah of Rasulullaah ﷺ will say that Rasulullaah ﷺ had informed them. Rasulullaah ﷺ will then make it clear that his Ummah are truthful). And We changed the Qibla towards which you faced only so that We may distinguish the ones who will follow the Prophet ﷺ from those who will turn back on their heels (and leave Islaam with the excuse that Rasulullaah ﷺ is changing the Deen). Verily this (changing of the Qibla) is a difficult matter (for all) except those whom Allaah has guided. Allaah will not let your Imaan (the salah you performed facing Baytul Maqdas) go to waste. Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful unto mankind.
144. Verily We see you (O Muhammad ﷺ) frequently lifting your gaze towards the sky (waiting for Allah's command to change the Qibla back to the Kabah). We will most assuredly turn you towards a Qibla (of Ibraheem ﷺ) that pleases you. So turn your face (during salah) towards the Masjidul Haraam (where the Kabah is situated and where fighting, the hunting of animals, and the chopping off trees are prohibited). Wherever you may be (whether at home or travelling over land or sea), turn your faces towards it (towards the Kabah when performing salah). Most certainly those who have been given the Book (the Jews) know well that this command (changing the Qibla) is from their Rabb (because this was mentioned in the Torah along with the description of Rasulullaah ﷺ). And Allah is not unmindful (unaware) of what they do.

145. Even if you have to present (bring) every kind of proof to those who have been given the Book (the Jews and the Christians), they will not turn towards your Qibla (because of stubbornness). You should also not turn towards their Qibla. In fact, they (the Jews and Christians) will not even turn towards the Qibla of each other (the Qibla of the Jews was the Rock of Baytul Maqdas while that of the Christians was the eastern side of Baytul Maqdas). Should you now follow their wishes after knowledge (revelation) has come to you, then surely you would be among the unjust ones.

146. Those who have been given the Book (the Jews and the Christians) recognise him (Rasulullaah ﷺ) together with his lineage, tribe, place of birth, place of residence, appearance, qualities and attributes) just as they recognise their very own sons (because the Torah and the Injeel had described him to them). Without doubt there (still) exists among them a group who knowingly hide the truth.

147. The truth is from your Rabb so never be among those who doubt (what has been revealed whether the People of the Book accept it or not).

148. Every nation has a direction towards which they turn (in prayer), so hasten towards
good actions (salaah). Wherever you may be, Allaah shall collect you all together (on the
Day of Qiyaamah and reward you for your good acts). Surely Allaah has control of everything (it is
therefore useless for people to quarrel over these matters because they lie in the hands of Allaah and man has no say in
them).

149. Wherever you may go (on journey), turn your face to the direction of the Masjidul
Haraam. This is certainly the truth from your Rabb. Allaah is not unaware of what you do.

150. Wherever you may go (on a journey), turn your face to the direction of the Masjidul
Haraam. Wherever you may be situated, turn your faces towards it so that people
may not have an argument against you (so that the Jews do not say, “These Muslims oppose our religion,
yet they face Baytul Maqdas like us”, and so that the Mushrikeen do not say, “These Muslims claim
to follow the ways of Ibraheem [i.e. the Kabah”], except for those who are unjust (those who
are stubborn will still search for excuses to object). So do not fear them (their objections) but fear Me (by
obeying My commands). And (turn towards the Masjidul Haraam in salaah) so that I may complete My
favour (honour, blessings and guidance) upon you (by teaching you your Deen) and so that you may be
rightly guided (to the truth).

151. In a similar manner (as part of Our favour to you) We have (also) sent to you a Rasool
(messenger) from among yourselves (Muhammad [ﷺ]) who recites to you Our verses (of the
Qur’aan), purifies you (from Shirk), teaches you the Book (Qur’aan) and wisdom (the teachings of the
Qur’aan), and teaches you what you knew not (he perfects both your knowledge and your actions).

152. So think of Me (by performing salaah, making Dzikr, abiding by the Qur’aan and in all other matters) and I
will think of you (by rewarding you and fulfilling your needs and blessing you constantly). Be grateful to Me
(by obeying Me) and do not be ungrateful (by disobeying Me).

153. O you who have Imaan! Seek help (from Allaah) by means of sabr and salaah. Verily
Allaah is with those who exercise sabr (and will readily assist them, especially during Ihlaad).
154. And do not say about those who have been martyred in Allaah’s way that they are dead. In reality, they are alive (because of their patience in difficulty) but you do not realise it. (Allaah preserves the souls of martyrs as beautiful green birds who are allowed to fly wherever they wish in Jannah.)

155. Most definitely We will test you (to see whether you exercise sabr) with a (little) bit of fear, with hunger and with a shortage in wealth, life (the test is by way of illness, death, difficulties) and fruit (produce and products). So give good news (of entering Jannah) to those who exercise sabr.

156. (Those who exercise sabr are) those who, when any difficulty befalls them (then instead of complaining), say, ‘Verily we belong to Allaah (and He therefore has the right to treat us as He pleases) and to Him shall we return (after death, when He will reward us for our sabr).’ (Rasulullaah ﷺ has mentioned that when a person says this at the time of any difficulty, Allaah will reward him and replace his loss with something better.)

157. These (people who are patient in difficulties and who abstain from ingratitude) are the ones on whom the Combined (favours) and Special Mercies (Bounties) of Allaah descend and who are rightly guided.

158. Verily Safa and Marwah (two hills in Makkah) are among the landmarks (distinctive signs) of (the Deen of) Allaah. So whoever performs Hajj or Umrah to the House (Kabah), there shall be no sin upon him should he go to and fro between the two (even though it was a practice of the Mushrikeen before the coming of Rasulullaah ﷺ). Whoever performs a good act of his free will (voluntarily), then surely Allaah is Most Grateful (and will reward him), All Knowing.

159. Certainly those (Jews) who hide (from people) the clear things and guidance which
We have revealed (such as the description of Rasulullah (S) in the Torah and changing of the Qiblah), after We had explained it to them in the Book (Torah) for the people; such people (those who hide these things) are cursed by Allaah and by all those who (are commanded to) curse (such as the angels, humans, Jinn, animals). (This applies to all such people) except those who repent, correct the wrong they did and clarify (what they hid).

160. These are the ones whom I will forgive, for verily I am The Greatest Acceptor of repentance, The Most Merciful.

161. Verily those who practise kufr (do not believe in the truth) and who die as Kaafiroon, upon them is the curse of Allaah, the angels and the entire mankind (they deserve all these curses and will remain in Jannah forever).

162. They will live forever in this (curse and the resultant punishment in the Aakhirah). Neither will their punishment be lessened (in the Aakhirah) nor will they be given any respite (to excuse themselves or to repent).

163. Your Ilaah is but One Ilaah. There is no other Ilaah but Him, The Compassionate, The Most Merciful. (His decision is final)

164. Verily in the creation of the heavens and earth (and whatever wonders are in and lie between the two); in the changing of the night and the day (following each other and each one becoming longer or shorter); in the huge ships which travel on the oceans carrying goods of benefit to man (without sinking despite their tremendous weight); in that water that Allaah showers from the heavens, bringing life (all types of growth) to the earth after its death (after it was bare) and causing all types of creatures to spread out on earth (because most of creation are attracted to fertile areas); and in the varying (alterations and temperature) of the winds; and the obedient clouds (that travel and shower rain only where Allaah commands) hanging between the earth and sky; (In all of the above events) are signs for those who use their intelligence (to think deeply about these signs).
165. There are some people (the Mushriken) who attribute equals (idols) to Allaah, having such love for them as they have for Allaah. However, the Mu'mineen have a much greater love (at all times) for Allaah (greater than their love for anything or anyone else like the prophets, saints, angels, Ulama, children, wealth, property, etc). If the unjust ones (the Mushriken) were to see the time (in the Aakhirah) they will see the punishment (in store for them) and (if the Mushriken were to realise in this world) that all power belongs only to Allaah and that Allaah is certainly Capable of giving the severest punishment (then they would not attribute equals to Him).

166. (They would also not attribute equals to Allaah if they could see the time on the Day of Qiyaamah) When those who were followed (the misguided leaders) disassociate themselves from their followers (denying that they had misled them); (when) they see the punishment and (when they see that) all ties between them are cut (and that they will be enemies of each other).

167. The followers will (then) say, “If only we could return (to the world by some means or other), then we too will disassociate ourselves from them as they now do to us.” In a like manner (just as Allaah will show them their punishment and their disassociation from each other on the Day of Qiyaamah), Allaah will show them their (evil) actions which will be a cause of regret to them. They will never be able to escape from the Fire (of Jahannam after having entered it because of the shirk they committed).

168. O people, eat of the lawful (that which has been declared lawful by Allaah and that which is lawfully acquired) and pure (and wholesome) things of the earth, and do not follow in the footsteps of Shaytaan (by making the Halal thing Haraam or the Haraam thing Halal). Indeed, he is your open enemy.

169. He (Shaytaan) instructs you to commit only evil acts, acts of immodesty and to attribute to Allaah such things about which you have no knowledge (no knowledge that these matters are from Allaah, such as the things that people declare Haraam by themselves or when they change the text of what Allaah has revealed).
170. And when it is said to them (the Kaafiroon and sinners), “Follow that which Allaah has revealed,” they say, “But we wish to follow that which we found our forefathers doing (worshipping idols, regarding certain Halaal things to be forbidden, not marrying widows, etc.).” What! (Will they follow their forefathers) even though they (their forefathers) understood nothing (about Deen) and were not rightly guided (to the truth)?

171. The comparison of those who commit kufr (and those calling them to Islaam) is like a person who calls something (like some animal) that can hear only a call and a sound (without understanding what is being said). Deaf, dumb and blind, they cannot understand (neither do they have knowledge nor do they want to hear what the knowledgeable people say).

172. O you who have Imaan! Eat from the pure (and wholesome) things which We have provided for you and show gratitude (be obedient) to Allaah (for what He has provided and made lawful) if it is indeed Him Whom you worship.

173. Allaah has forbidden for you (to eat) Mayta (an animal which dies a natural death or which is not slaughtered or hunted in accordance with the Shar'ah), blood (that flows from the animal's body), the meat of pigs (and all other parts of its body), and (the meat of) those animals that were sacrificed with (the slaughterer taking) the name of another besides Allaah (such as the name of an idol, Jinn, saint, prophet, etc.). As for him who is driven by necessity (to eat these forbidden foods for fear of losing his life), then (if he eats them) neither rebelliously (without enjoyment), nor transgressing the limits (without eating more than is necessary to keep him alive), there will be no sin upon him. Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towards His obedient servants and therefore makes His laws easy for them).

174. Verily those who hide (or make changes to) that book which Allaah has revealed.
175. These are the ones who buy misinformation at the price of guidance, and punishment at the price of forgiveness. (Despite knowing about the terrible fire of Jahannam, they happily opt for sin which leads them to Jahannam, as if they feel strong enough to bear the punishment, Allaah therefore asks,) How will they ever tolerate the fire? (whilst they happily opt for sin which leads them to the fire)

176. This (punishment) is because Allaah has certainly revealed the Book with the truth and those who disagree (create differences) about the Book are stubbornly (who have gone astray) opposed (people, who have gone astray). (Just as this verse applies to the Jews who disagreed with the Torah and accepted what they wanted while rejecting what they did not want, it also applies to the people who refuse to accept the Qur’an as a Book from Allaah)

177. Righteousness is not that you turn your faces towards the east or west (during salaat), but (a person of) righteousness is that person who believes (in the validity of the beliefs) in Allaah, the Last Day (the Day of Qiyaamah), the angels, the Books, and the Ambiya (Allaah’s prophets); and despite his love for wealth, he spends it on his relatives, orphans, poor people, travellers, beggars and to set slaves (and prisoners-of-war) free. (In addition to all of this, the righteous person is) He (whom) establishes salaat, gives zakaah, fulfils promises when making them (with Allaah and with people), exercises patience during hardships (such as poverty), adversities (such as illness and fear) and during times of war. These are the ones who are true (in their Imaan and in their claim to righteousness) and they are the ones who have Taqwa.
178. O you who have Imaan! Qisaas has been made obligatory (has been ordained) for you in the case of murder; a free man (will be executed) for (murdering) a free man, a slave for a slave and a woman for a woman. Whoever (heir) forgives his brother (the murderer) should demand (the Diyah) with kindness (without harshness) and payment should be pleasant (without delay and in full). This (choice between Qisaas and Diyah) is a special consideration from your Rabb and a mercy (because the Jews were compelled to apply Qisaas when a murder was committed and the Christians were compelled to accept Diyah instead). So whoever oversteps the limits (by killing the murderer) after this (after the murderer was forgiven) shall suffer a painful punishment (by being executed in this world and punished in the Aakhirah).

179. For you, in Qisaas is (great) life, O people of intelligence, so that you have Taqwa (so that you may fear the punishment for murder and abstain from it and so that you enforce the law of Qisaas).

180. It has been made obligatory for you (to make) a bequest (in your will) that is just (not more than one-third of your wealth) in favour of your parents and close relatives when (the signs of) death appears before any of you and you are leaving wealth behind. This (law) is a duty upon those who have fear for Allaah. (This law was revealed because people used to make bequests for the rich and leave nothing for their parents and relatives. However, this compulsion was later cancelled when Allaah revealed the laws that fix the shares that parents and close relatives receive from the wealth of a dead person. Although a person should not make a bequest for an heir, if he does bequest less than a third for an heir, it will be given to the heir only if all the other heirs permit it after the person’s death.)

181. So whoever changes it (the will) after hearing it, then the sin (of changing the will) rests (solely) upon those who change it. Verily Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing (Allaah hears the will that is made, knows about the changes made to it and knows the intentions of those who make the changes).

182. Whoever fears any favouritism or sin from the person making the will (such as a bequest that exceeds one-third or any other error in the will) and then makes peace (reaches a settlement) between them (between the one making the will and the others involved), upon him is no sin (in fact, it is preferable for him to intervene). Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
183. O you who have Imaan! Fasting has been made obligatory for you just as it was made obligatory for those before you (the Jews and Christians), so that you may develop Taqwa (fasting saves a person from sin because it develops self-restraint and drives away the passions that lead to sin).

184. Fast for a fixed number of days (in the month of Ramadhaan). Whoever among you is ill or on journey, then (he should make up for the missed fasts by fasting) the same number of days at another time. Those who are not capable (of fasting, such as the very old or sickly), should pay the Fidya, (which is) to feed a poor person (two meals). Whoever does a good act of his own will, then surely this is better for him. It is better for you that you fast, if you but knew (the virtue, significance and benefits of fasting).

185. The month of Ramadhaan is the month in which the Qur'aan was revealed (from the Loushul Mahfoodh to the sky above the earth on Laylatul Qadr) as a guidance for mankind, whose Ayaat of guidance are absolutely clear, and which distinguishes (between truth and falsehood). So whoever among you witnesses this month (is alive during this month and capable of fasting) should fast in it, while those who are ill or on journey, then (they should make up for the missed fasts by fasting) the same number of days at another time. Allaah desires ease for you (by allowing travellers and the ill to fast at a later time) and does not desire hardship for you. And (Allaah desires) that you complete the period (of fasting during Ramadhaan), so that you glorify Allaah for His guiding you and so that you show gratitude (to Him).

186. And when My bondsmen ask you about Me, verily I am close by (so call only on Me), I answer the prayer of the caller when he calls (whether he calls silently or audibly). So they should accept (My commandments and obey them) and (always) believe in Me so that they remain on the right (with valid beliefs).
187. Permission has been granted for you to have sexual relations with your wives on the nights of the fasts (an act that was previously forbidden); They are clothing for you and you are clothing for them (showing attachment and intimacy). Allaah knows well that you have been unfaithful to yourselves (by committing the sexual act on the nights of your fasts), so He turned to you (with mercy) and forgave you. Now you may have sexual relations with them and seek (through such relations) that which Allaah has destined for you (children and not merely carnal gratification). Eat and drink (throughout the night) until the white thread of (true) dawn becomes distinct to you from the black thread (the night). Then (when dawn is clearly visible, stop eating and) complete the fasts until nightfall (sunset) and do not have close relations with them (your wives) while you are in I’tikaaf in the Masjid. These (laws) are the limits that Allaah has set so do not even come close to (breaking) them (let alone overstepping them). In this manner (just as He has explained all of the above to you) Allaah explains His Aayaat to people so that they attain Taqwa.

188. Do not unlawfully eat the wealth of each other (by stealing, cheating, gambling, taking interest, committing fraud, etc) and (do not) take it (as bribes) to judges so that you may sinfully eat a bit of people’s wealth while you are fully aware of it (do not bribe judges to judge in your favour so that you may steal the wealth of someone else, knowing that the wealth is not yours. You should also not give false evidence, take false oaths or make false claims to steal the property of others).

189. They ask you (O Muhammad ﷺ) about the new moons (why it waxes and wanes), tell them that these are a means for people to determine time (morais) and the Hajj. Righteousness is not that you enter your homes from the back, but (a person of) righteousness is the person who has Taqwa. Enter your homes from their (front) doors and fear Allaah so that you may be successful. (This verse makes reference to the practice of the early
190. Fight in the way of Allaah (to advance and uplift Allaah’s Deen) those people who fight you, but do not overstep the limits (children, women and the elderly people should not be intentionally killed). Verily Allaah does not like those who overstep the limits (by not abiding by the laws of Jihad and by fighting in the Haram of Makkah).

191. Kill them (the Kafiroon) wherever you find them, and drive them out of the places from which they drove you out. Corruption (part of which is Shirk, turning away from religion and causing others to do so) is certainly worse than killing. Do not fight them by the Masjidul Haraam unless they fight you in it. If they fight you, then kill them as well (even if it be in Makkah). In this manner are the Kafiroon repaid.

192. (However) If they stop (committing kafr and they become Muslims), then surely Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (He will accept their repentance).

193. Continue fighting them until no corruption (especially no Shirk and turning others away from Islam) exists and until religion (worship) is only for Allaah (until people worship Allaah only). Should they stop (being Kafiroon), then let there be no attacks except against the oppressors.

194. A sacred month for a sacred month (if the Kafiroon fight you in such a month, you should fight them back when in the sacred month), and equal retaliation applies to sacred things (the one who
195. Spend in the path (obedience) of Allaah (in worship and Jihād) and do not throw your own hands (do not lead yourselves) into destruction (by failing to spend in Allaah’s way and by failing to engage in Jihād because this will weaken you and strengthen your enemies). Do good, for Allaah certainly loves those who do good.

196. Complete the Hajj and Umrah for (the pleasure of) Allaah. If you are prevented (from doing so after entering into Ihram), then (arrange to slaughter) whatever animal is convenient (easy) for you (from those animals that are permissible to slaughter). And do not shave your heads (to come out of Ihram) until the animal (to be slaughtered) has reached its place (where it has to be slaughtered). Whoever among you is sick or has an ailment (injury, disease, etc) on the head, his Fidya shall be fasting (for three days) or charity or slaughtering an animal. (However) Once you are in safety (and are able to perform Hajj or Umrah without fear), then whoever has the benefit (the good fortune) of performing Umrah with Hajj (in one journey) should slaughter whatever animal is convenient (as a form of thanksgiving after completing the Hajj). Whoever cannot find (or cannot afford) such an animal should fast for three days during the (days of) Hajj (before the 10th of Dhu’l Hijjah) and seven (days) after returning home. This completes ten (days of fasting in total). This (privilege of performing Umrah with Hajj) is for the person whose family is not present in the Masjidul Haraam (for a non-resident of Makkah). Fear Allaah and know that verily Allaah is severe in punishment.

197. (The time of) Hajj is the few known months (Shawwāl, Dhul Qa‘dah and ten days of Dhul Hijjah).
So whoever considers the Hajj obligatory (upon himself and enters the state of Ihram) on them (during these months) should not engage in any sexual relations (with his wife) nor commit any act of sin (should not transgress any law of the Shari'ah) nor dispute (quarrel, fight, swear, abuse, be vulgar) during Hajj. Allaah knows whatever good deed you do. (Referring to people who took no provisions with them on their journey for Hajj and ended up begging from others, Allaah instructs) Take your provisions along with you (for the journey), but (always remember that) the best of provisions is Taqwa (which includes refraining from begging). So fear Me O people of intelligence!

198. (Declaring the permissibility of trade during Hajj, Allaah says) There shall be no sin upon you (no decrease in reward) should you seek the bounty (your livelihood) from your Rabb (one will not be sinful for engaging in trade during the days of Hajj). When you leave Arafaat, then remember Allaah at the Mash'ar-ul-Haraam ("The Sacred Monument" - referring to Muzdalifah). Remember Him as He had guided you (to the Deen of Islaam without any pagan traits and to understand the rites of Hajj), for before this you were astray (unaware of the Deen and the rites of Hajj).

199. And proceed from the place where the people proceed from (from Arafaat, then on to Muzdalifah and back to Mina, previously the people used to go the Muzdalifah-Arafaat border, while only the Quraysh used to go to Arafaat) and beg forgiveness from Allaah (for your sins). Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

200. Once you have completed your Hajj rites (duties), remember Allaah as you remember your forefathers, or (rather with) an even greater remembrance (referring to the enthusiasm with which the Arabs used to praise their forefathers in Mina during the days of ignorance). From among them there are those (the Kaafiroon) who say, “O our Rabb, grant us in this world.” (They are then granted their needs in this world whereas) They shall have no share (of good) in the Aakhirah.

201. (On the other hand) From among them there are also those (the Mu'mineen) who say, “O our Rabb, grant us (all that which is) good in this world, (all that which is) good in the Aakhirah and save us from the punishment of the fire (of Jahannam).”
202. Such people (the Mu’mineen) shall receive a great share (of good in both worlds) because of their actions. Allaah is Swift (quick) at reckoning (calling people to account for their actions in this world). (Muslims are therefore encouraged to pray for the good of the Aakhirah together with the good of this world and not to be concerned with the good of this world only.)

203. Carry out the Dhuha (remembrance) of Allaah during the limited days (10th, 11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul Hijjah). There shall be no sin on the person who chooses to hasten (to leave Mina) during the two days (by leaving Mina on the 12th of Dhul Hijjah), nor will there be any sin on him who wishes to delay (by leaving Mina on the 13th of Dhul Hijjah). (Forgiveness shall be) for him who possesses Taqwa (throughout the Hajj journey). Fear Allaah and understand that unto Him (before Him) shall you be gathered (on the Day of Qiyaamah when Allaah will reward and punish people according to their actions).

204. From mankind is he whose speech please you (O Muhammad ﷺ) in this worldly life and (claiming to be a Muslim) he calls Allaah to be witness over that which is in his heart, yet he is the hardest of opponents (to you and to all Muslims). (This verse refers to a sweet-talking hypocrite by the name of Akhnas bin Shareek who claimed to be a Muslim and professed to love Rasulullaah ﷺ and the Muslims. He even told Rasulullaah ﷺ that Allaah is a witness to what he said. He hated the Muslims so much that he even burnt the fields of some Muslims and killed their animals, as is mentioned in the next verse.)

205. (However, his hypocrisy was clear because) When he turns away (from you, O Muhammad ﷺ) he exerts himself to cause corruption (trouble and mischief) on earth and (among other things) to destroy crops and stock (cattle and other animals), Allaah dislikes corruption.

206. When he is told to fear Allaah (because of his behaviour), pride (arrogance and stubbornness) leads him to (commit more) sin (once hypocrites gain power, they resort to murder, rape and plunder). Jahannam will suffice for him (as punishment). It is a terrible resting place indeed.

207. From mankind is he who would sell himself seeking Allaah’s pleasure (such as
208. O you who have Imaan! Enter into Islaam (submit to the Shari'ah) completely (wholeheartedly and willingly fulfilling by all the commands of the Shari'ah) and do not follow in the footsteps of Shaytaan (who will tempt you to pick and choose only those aspects of Islaam that please you) for he is certainly your open enemy (he tempts you to do baseless things and to engage in innovations).

209. So if you err (by not entering into Islaam completely) after the clear signs have come to you (and proven to you that this is the true path to follow), then know that definitely Allaah is Most Powerful (and nothing can stop Him from taking you to task for your wrong doings), The Wise (He is neither impulsive nor unjust and all His commands are filled with wisdom whether man understands them or not).

210. Are they (the Kaafiroon and those who do not enter into Islaam completely) waiting for Allaah and the angels to come to them beneath the shadow of clouds and for matters (punishments) to be decided (before they decide to do what is right)? All matters return to Allaah.

211. Ask the Bani Israa'eel how many a clear Aayah we have given them. Whoever chooses to change the favour of Allaah (change the favour of being shown the various Aayaat into a punishment by failing to take lessons from them) after it had come to him, then Allaah is severe in punishment (Allaah will severely punish those who change His laws and are ungrateful for His favours to them).

212. The life of this world has been beautified for the Kaafiroon who mock those who have Imaan (because the Kaafiroon feel that they have more wealth). But those with Taqwa will be above them (the Kaafiroon) on the Day of Qiyaamah. Allaah provides for whom He
desires without limits (Allaah will grant the Mu’mineen the best in the Aakhirah and can easily grant them more than the Kaafiroon in this world as well).
216. Warfare (Jihada for the pleasure of Allah against the enemies of Islaam) has been made obligatory for you (when necessary) though you may dislike it (because of the hardship involved). It may be that you dislike something that is good for you and you may like something that is bad for you. (Whereas Jihada seems difficult, it leads to either martyrdom or victory coupled with booty, all of which are good. On the other hand, although avoiding Jihada seems good, it deprives one of tremendous rewards and eventually leads to the suppression of Muslims and humiliation by the Kaafiroon.) Allah knows (what is good for you) and you do not know. (A Muslim should therefore carry out Allah's orders without hesitation because Allah's laws are correct and one should not be misled by one's own ideas, desires or assumptions.)

217. They question you (O Muhammad (saw)) about warfare in the sacred months (Dhul Qidah, Dhul Hijah, Muharram and Rajab). Say, "Warfare in these months is a grave matter (major sin), but to prevent (others) from Allah's way (from Islaam), to disbelieve in Him, (to prevent people from) the Masjidul Haraam and to expel (drive out) its people from it (as the Mushrikeen did to Rasulullah (saw) and the Sahabah (S.a.W.W.)) is a far greater sin in the sight of Allah. Corruption (especially Shirk and causing mischief in religion) is worse than killing." They (the Kaafiroon) will continue fighting you until (with the intention that) they turn you away from your Deen if they can (by preventing others from accepting Islaam). Whoever turns away from his Deen (of Islaam) and then dies as a Kaafir, such people are the ones whose actions are lost in this world and in the Aakhirah. These are the dwellers of the fire where they shall live forever. (However, if people who left Islaam return to its fold and repent, Allah will forgive them and reward them for their good actions.)

218. Verily those who have Imaan, who migrate and who strive (exert themselves) in the way of Allah (for Islaam), these have hope of Allah's mercy (His rewards). Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (Allah will not deprive such people of the rewards they deserve).
219. They question you about (the permissibility of) liquor and gambling. Say, “In both is great sin (because of their ill effects) and some benefits (little) for man; but the sin is far greater than their usefulness.” And they ask you what (how much) they ought to spend. Say, “(Spend) That which is easy (extra wealth that exceeds your needs).” In this manner (as He has made the above clear to you) Allaah makes clear to you His revelation so that you may reflect...

220. ...about this world and the Aakhirah. And they question you concerning orphans (about caring for their wealth). Say, "To improve their lot is best (by investing their money profitably)." (However) If you mix with them (if you combine their wealth with yours to share expenses), then they are your brothers (and there will be no problem with this)." (However, do not forget that) Allaah knows him who makes mischief (who mixes the orphan's wealth with his own for evil purposes) from him who improves (adds value to the orphan's possessions). If Allaah willed, He could have made matters difficult for you (by completely prohibiting the sharing of expenses with orphans). Allaah is Mighty (Able to do as He pleases), Wise (in all His orders). (While Allaah has the right to command man to do difficult duties, He guides man with simple rules because He is Merciful and Wise.)

221. (O Muslims) Do not marry Mushrik (Kafir) women until they have Imaan (until they become Muslims). A Mu'min (believing) slave woman is undoubtedly better (to marry) than a (free) Mushrik (non-believing) woman even though she (the Mushrik woman) may be pleasing to you. And (O Muslims) do not give your (Muslim) women in marriage to Mushrik (Kafir) men until they have Imaan (until these men accept Islam). A Mu'min slave is better than a (free) Mushrik man even though he (the Mushrik) may be pleasing to you. They (the Kaafiroon and Mushriken) invite towards the Fire (of Jahannam), while Allaah (through His Prophets) invites towards Jannah and forgiveness by His order (Muslims should therefore obey Allaah's orders and refrain from marrying non-Muslims because their speech and actions cause a Muslim to lose the dislike he has for kufr and shirk). He (Allaah) makes His revelation clear to mankind so that they take heed (accept His advice).
222. They ask you (O Muhammad) concerning menstruation. Say, “It is impure so leave (intercourse with) women during (their period of) menstruation and do not go unto them (do not have sexual relations with your wives) until they are cleansed (until the menstrual cycle is complete). So when they have cleansed themselves properly, then go unto them (enter them) from where Allaah has ordered you (from the vagina only). Verily Allaah loves those who repent excessively (even for sins committed unintentionally such as engaging in sexual intercourse without knowing that the wife is still menstruating) and those who stay pure (by abstaining from sin).”

223. Your wives are your tilling fields (where your seeds are planted) so approach your tilling fields as you desire (from any direction as long as the husband enters the vagina only, so that children can be conceived). And send (good actions) ahead for yourselves (to the Aakhirah). Fear Allaah and know that you will meet Him; and give good news to the Mu'mineen (that they will enter Jannah).

224. Because of your oaths (that some Mushriks took in Allaah’s name not to do good acts), do not make Allaah (do not refer to Allaah as) an obstacle (that stands in your way when you want) to do righteous acts, to attain Taqwa and to make peace between people. Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing. (This verse instructs Muslims not to take oaths not to do good acts and then refrain from doing the good act with the excuse that they had taken an oath in Allaah’s name not to do it.)

225. Allaah will not call you to account (punish you) for your futile (unintentional) oaths, but will call you to account for (breaking) those (oaths) which your hearts intend (intentionally taken oaths). Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Forbearing (Most Tolerant and therefore you should repent).

226. Those who take oaths (not to have sexual relations) with their wives (for four or more months) should wait for (those) four months (during which time the husband may either break this oath and pay Kaffaara or be divorced from her). Then if they retract (take back their oaths and pay the Kaffaara), then verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
227. (However) If they (do not break their oaths and) resolve to divorce, then verily Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing (Allaah knows their intentions and they cannot then claim that they did not intend a divorce).

228. Divorced women should wait (should abstain from remarrying) for three (menstrual) courses (after divorce, called Iddah). It is not lawful for them to conceal (to keep secret) that which Allaah has created in their wombs if they (really) believe in Allaah and the Last Day (they should not keep their pregnancy a secret and should also not claim that they do not menstruate when they do). If their husbands desire reconciliation, they have the right to take them (their divorced wives) back (into their marriage) within this period (of Iddah). And they (women) have rights (that men owe to them) similar to those (that men have) over them (which should be fulfilled) in kindness. (However) men have a degree (of responsibility and guardianship) above them (above women). Allaah is Mighty (over His creation), Wise (in the laws He passes for people).

229. Divorce (after which a husband can take his wife back without contracting a new marriage) is (pronounced) twice (clearly) after which (the woman) is either retained in good faith (without harming her) or released (from marriage) in kindness. (After divorce) It is not permissible for you (husbands) to take (back) anything from what you have given them (your wives) except (in the case) where both fear that they will not be able to keep within the limits of (the limits set by) Allaah. If you fear that they will not be able to keep within the limits of Allaah, then there shall be no sin for either of them should the woman ransom herself (by paying her husband to divorce her). It is wrong for the husband to demand an amount more than the dower he paid to her. These are the limits that Allaah has set, so do not overstep them (do not oppose or change these laws). Those who overstep the limits of Allaah are indeed the oppressors (wrongdoers).
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230. If he (the husband) had divorced her (the third time), then she is not lawful for him thereafter until she marries another husband. Then if he (the other husband) divorces her (voluntarily after consummating the marriage), there shall be no sin upon either of the couple (the woman and her first husband) should they return to each other (should they remarry after her Iddah) if they think that they are able to abide by the limits set by Allaah. These are the limits of Allaah which He makes clear for those who have knowledge.

231. When you (husbands) divorce (your) wives and they reach their term (close to the end of their Iddah), then (this is your final chance to either) keep them (as your wives) with kindness or (to) release them (from your marriage) with kindness (without making matters difficulty for them and without attaching unjust conditions). (However) Do not keep them (in your marriage) to hurt (harass) them, thereby overstepping the limits set by Allaah, for whoever does so has verily done a wrong to himself (because he will have to face the punishment for this). Do not make a joke of (do not treat lightly) Allaah's Aayaat (by mocking them and by disobeying Allaah's commands). Remember the favour of Allaah to you and the Book (Qur'aan) and wisdom (laws of the Qur'aan and Ahadeeth) which He has revealed to you, giving you advice through them (show your gratitude by obeying all His commands). Fear Allaah (in all matters) and know that surely Allaah is Aware of everything (and will call you to account for all your actions).

232. When you divorce (your) wives (once or twice) and they reach (the end of) their terms (their Iddah), (then, O guardians of these women) do not prevent them from marrying their husbands (who had divorced them) if it is agreed between them (between husband and wife) in good faith. This (order not to stop the marriage) is advice for him among you who believes in Allaah and the Last Day. This is purer for you and cleaner (so that no sin takes place). Allaah knows and you do not know (so obey all His orders without question because He knows what benefits or harms will reach you in the future).
233. Mothers should breastfeed their children for two whole years, (that is) for those who wish to complete the (period of) breastfeeding. The duty of feeding and clothing them (the nursing mothers) in a good manner (according to his means) rests with the one for whom the child was born (the father of the child). No soul is burdened with more than it can bear. A mother should not be made to suffer because of her child (she may not be forced into breastfeeding if she does not want to) nor should the one for whom the child is born (the father be made to suffer) because of his child. The same (paying for the child's expenses) is compulsory for the heir (the close relatives of the child if the father is not available). If the couple decide to wean the child by mutual consent and consultation (before two years), there shall be no sin on either of them. If you wish to have your children breastfed (by other women), there is no sin on you provided that you pay what you (have agreed to) pay (them) in a kind manner. Fear Allaah and know that most definitely He sees what you do (you can hide nothing from Him).

234. Those of you who die, leaving their wives behind, then they (the wives) shall remain by themselves (in Iddah) for four months and ten days (if they are not pregnant). When they reach (the end of) their terms, there shall be no sin on you (guardians) should they, in decency, do with themselves as they please (such as accept proposals, etc). Allaah is Informed of what you do.

235. There is no sin on you for marriage proposals (that you make to women who are still passing their Iddah) should you make them subtly (indirectly, such as saying, "I intend to marry at some time") or conceal them within your hearts. Allaah knows well that you will speak of (about) these women, but do not secretly promise (to marry them) except by saying recognised words (making direct proposal). Do not resolve the marriage contract until the prescribed term has run its course (until the Iddah is complete). Know well that verily Allaah knows what is in your hearts, so fear Him (by abstaining from making unlawful intentions). Know (also) that Allaah is Forgiving, Tolerant (He does not hasten to punish).
236. There is no sin on you if you divorce women while yet you have not touched them (not yet met with them in privacy) nor fixed a dowry for them. Provide for them, the rich man according to his means and the poor man according to his means. (Give them) A fair provision which is rightly due from those who do good.

237. If you divorce them before touching them and you have stipulated the dowry, then half of it (shall be due from the husband), unless the women (decide to forgo the entire amount) or those possessing the tie of marriage (the husbands) forgo it (forgo the concession and decide to pay the dowry in full). To forgo is nearer to piety. Do not forget kindness among yourself for verily Allaah sees all that you do (and will reward you for every good act).

238. Strictly guard your salaaahs (perform them at their correct times), especially the middle one (the Asrsalaah) and stand humbly (obediently and silently) before Allaah.

239. If you are in fear (in danger), then (you may perform salaaah) while standing (walking) or riding (whether you are able to face Qibla or not) and when you return to safety, then remember Allaah (perform salaaah) as He had taught you that which you did not know (about the method and etiquette of salaaah).

240. Those of you who are about to die and leave their wives behind should bequeath to their wives a provision for a year without turning them out (of their homes). (However) If they go out (of their own accord) there is no sin for you in that which they do with themselves within their rights. Allaah is Mighty, the Wise. (The command to bequeath a year’s maintenance for the wife was cancelled when the laws of inheritance stipulated a share for the wife of the deceased.)
241. For the divorced woman a provision in kindness is obligatory on those (divorcing husbands) who possess Taqwa.

242. In this manner (as His commands above have been made clear) does Allaah make His verses clear to you so that you may understand (and practise them).

243. Have you seen those people (from the Bani Israa'il) who fled their homes in the thousands out of fear of death (fearing that they will die in a plague). Allaah said to them, “Die!” (so they all died) and then brought them all back to life (after 7 days because of the du'aa of their Prophet Huzqeel). Verily Allaah is The One Who showers blessings on people but most people are ungrateful (to Allaah and do not obey His command to fight in Jihaaad for fear of death. In a like manner; they fail to obey Allaah's command to spend in charity for fear of poverty and do not obey His command to be kind to others because of their pride).

244. Fight in the way of Allaah (to uplift and defend the Deen of Islam), and know that definitely Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing.

245. Who is it that will lend to Allaah a good loan (by spending for the pleasure of Allaah) so that Allaah may multiply it many times (by granting a reward that ranges from ten to seven hundred and many times more than the actual value of the amount spent)? Allaah reduces (people's livelihood) and increases (it to test them) and to Him shall you all be returned. (A person can attain maximum reward for his charity by not expecting anything in return from the recipient, by not considering his charity to be a favour to the recipient and by not treating the recipient with contempt.)
246. Did you not see when a group from the Bani Israa’eel after Moosa (peace be upon him) said to their Nabi (Shameel), “Appoint for us a king so that (under his leadership) we may fight in Allaah’s way.” He said, (insincerely) “Would you then refrain from fighting if it (fighting in Allaah’s way) was made obligatory for you?” They replied, “Why should we not fight in Allaah’s way when we have been exiled (driven out) from our homes and children?” So when fighting was ordained for them, all except a few turned away. Allaah is well Aware of the wrong doers.

247. Their Nabi said to them, “Allaah has appointed Taaloot as king over you.” They said, “How can he be given kingship over us when we are more deserving of kingship than he and he has not been given any wealth?” (They objected because Taaloot was neither from a family of kings nor from a family of prophets) He (the Nabi) replied, “Verily Allaah has chosen him over you (because kingship is not the exclusive right of anyone) and increased him abundantly in wisdom and (physical) stature (Taaloot was the most knowledgeable person among them and physically the most able). Allaah gives His rule to whoever He wills (Allaah causes the strong to become weak and vice versa). Allaah is All Embracing (his grace surrounds all), All Knowing.”

248. Their Nabi said to them, “The sign of his kingship is that the trunk (Ark of the Covenant) carried by angels shall come to you bearing tranquillity from your Rabb and remnants of that which was left by the family of Moosa and Haroon (such as the sandals and staff of Moosa, the turban of Haroon, a bit of manna and some tablets of the Torah). In this there will surely be a sign (about the kingship of Taaloot) for you if you (really) are Mu’mineen.”

249. When Taaloot set out with the army (with 80,000 from Baytul Maqdas in extreme heat), he said to them, “Surely Allaah shall test you with a river (the Jordan River, to see who will obey their king
and who will not. Whoever drinks from it (to his heart’s content) is not of me (not my faithful followers), and whoever does not taste (the water) except for a handful that he takes (and no more) is from me. So they (most of them) drank from it (to their fill) except a few of them (who survived with a handful of water). When he (Taaloot) and the Mu’mineen (313) with him crossed the river, they (those who drank to their fill) said, “We have no strength today against Jaloot and his army.” Those who knew they would meet their Rabb said, “How many (how often has) a little group defeated a large group by the permission of Allaah? Allaah is with those who exercise Sabr (patience).”

250. When they went into the battlefield against Jaloot and his army they said, “O our Rabb, pour patience down on us, make our feet firm and help us against the nation of Kaafiroon.”

251. So they (the Mu’mineen) defeated them (the Kuffaar) by the order of Allaah. Dawood (who was a soldier in Taaloot’s army) killed Jaloot (using a catapult and three stones) and Allaah granted him kingship and wisdom, and taught him that which He will (like the ability to speak to birds). If Allaah had not repelled (driven back) some men by others, the earth would have been corrupted (because the Mu’mineen would have been killed and Masajid destroyed). However, Allaah is the One Who showers grace on the universe.

252. These are the Aayaat (signs and amazing events) of Allaah which We recite to you (O Muhammad ﷺ) with truth (allowing you to have the knowledge about them even though you were not present during those times). You are certainly from among the messengers (regardless of what the non-Muslims say).

253. We have given excellence to some of these Rusul over others. There are some to whom Allaah had spoken (directly, such as Moosa ﷺ), while others He had exalted in status (such as Muhammad ﷺ who was a Prophet to all mankind). We gave clear proofs to Isa, the
son of Maryam and supported him with the Ruhul Qudus (the pure spirit). If Allaah had so willed (He could have guided all of them and) those who came after them would not have fought with one another after the clear proofs (of Tawheed and Risaalah and Jibrail (as) to assist them) had come to them. However, they differed, some of them having Imaan while others did not. If Allaah had willed it, they would not have fought, but Allaah does what He wills (He guides whoever He wills and allows others to stray. Of course, none of His actions are ever devoid of wisdom).

254. O you who have Imaan! Spend of that (wealth) which We have provided for you (for now is the time to act) before such a day (Qiyaamah) comes when there shall be no buying (ransoming of souls), no friendship and no intercession (without Allaah's permission). The Kaafiroon are indeed the oppressors.

255. Allaah (is such that) besides Him there is no Ilaah, He is Ever Living, The Maintainer (of everything). Neither drowsiness nor sleep overcomes Him. To Him belongs all that is in the skies and all within the earth. Who is there that can intercede before Him without His permission? (None can do this.) He knows what is before them (He knows what lies ahead for His creation) and what is behind them while they surround (possess) none of His knowledge except if He wills (except what He teaches them). His throne (His knowledge and His power) includes (extends over) the heavens and the earth (and whatever is within them) and He never tires of caring for them. He is High (above His creation), The Tremendous (the Supreme).

256. There is no compulsion in Deen (no one can be forced to enter the fold of Islaam). The right direction (the truth) has already become distinct from the wrong (falsehood). So whoever rejects rebelliousness (Shaytaan, idols) and believes in Allaah has grasped a strong handhold which will never break. Allaah is the All Hearing, All Knowing (Allaah knows one's intentions and the condition of one's heart. No one's treachery can be hidden from Him).
257. Allaah is the Protecting Friend of those who have Imaan, bringing (resuming) them from the multitude of darkness (kufr, Shirk, falsehood) into the light (Islaam, the truth). As for those who commit kufr, their friends are the Shayaateen, who bring them out of the light (of Imaan if they ever enter it) and (take them back) into the multitude of darkness (kufr, Shirk). These are the people of the Fire, where they shall live forever.

258. Have you not seen him (King Nimrooz) who argued with Ibraheem  concerning His Rabb because Allaah had given him kingship (his pride drove him to argue)? When Ibraheem  said, “My Rabb gives life and causes death,” he (Nimrooz) said, “I (can also) give life and cause death!” (So he called for two persons, had the one killed and let the other free.) (When) Ibraheem  (realised that the king was a fool, he made himself clearer and he) said, “Verily Allaah causes the sun to rise from the East, so you bring it forth from the West!” Thus was the Kaafir silenced (stunned and confounded). Allaah does not guide oppressive people (such as Nimrooz who do not want to see the truth).

259. Or (did you not see) the like of him (Uzzaar )), who, on passing by a locality (Baytul Maqadd) that lay overthrown on its roofs (had fallen to utter ruin), exclaimed (in a lamenting tone), “How shall Allaah restore life to this after its death (after its destruction)?” So Allaah (demonstrated His power to him and) caused him to die for a hundred years, then brought him back to life asking him, “How long have you remained (dead)?” He replied, “I remained (dead) for a day or a part of a day.” (He said this because his soul was taken during the morning and it was towards sunset a hundred years later that he was brought back to life.) Allaah said, “No, you have remained (dead) for a hundred years. Just look at your food and drink which have not rotted (despite the long period of time). And look at your donkey! (So he looked at it and saw that its body had long decomposed and its bones lay scattered about.) And (We have done this) so that We make you a sign (a lesson) to mankind (to prove the possibility of resurrection). Look (also) at the bones, (and see)
how We arrange them and cover them with flesh.” (So Allaah put all the donkey’s bones together, covered them with flesh and skin and brought the donkey back to life.) When the matter became apparent to him he said, “I know (I now have first-hand knowledge) that Allaah is Able to do all things.”

260. (Remember the time) When Ibraheem ( عليه السلام ) said, “My Rabb show me how you give life to the dead.” He (Allaah) asked, “Do you not believe (that I have the power to do this)?” (Although Allaah knew that the belief of Ibraheem عليه السلام was very strong, Allaah asked this question so that people may know the reason for his request.) He (Ibraheem عليه السلام) replied, “I certainly do, but (I am asking) to satisfy my heart (so that I may have first-hand knowledge, so that my Imaan remains strong and so that there remains no room for doubt in my heart).” Allaah said, “Take four birds, draw them to you (domesticate them and then cut each of them into many portions, mix their flesh, bones and feathers) and then place portions (of their bodies) on each of these mountains. Then call them and they will come swiftly to you. Know that Allaah is Mighty (Able to do anything), Wise.” (So Hadhrat Ibraheem did as Allaah told him. He cut the bodies of a pigeon, a crow, a peacock and a fowl and placed different parts of each bird on different mountains. When he called for them, the parts of each bird rejoined with the other parts of its body and formed a complete bird which flew to Ibraheem عليه السلام.)

261. The likeness of those who spend in the way (obedience) of Allaah is like a grain which grows seven ears, in every ear (there are) a hundred grains (like this, whatever a person spends will be multiplied seven hundred times). Allaah increases (more than seven hundred times to 7000 or even more) for those whom He wills. Allaah is All Embracing (His grace surrounds all), All Knowing (He knows who deserves more).

262. Those who spend in the path (obedience) of Allaah and then do not follow it up with reminders of their generosity (to make the recipient feel indebted to them) nor with (causing) hurt (to the recipient, such as making others know about it, taunting him or by taking work from him), their reward is (guaranteed and waiting for them) with their Rabb. No fear shall come upon them, nor shall they grieve (in the Aakhirah).
263. A kind word (to the person seeking help when you are unable to give help him) and forgiveness (if he is persistent or begging in an offensive manner) is better than charity followed by hurt. Allaah is Independent (He does not need people’s charity), Tolerant.

264. O you who have Imaan! Do not make your charity worthless (do not destroy its reward) by reminders of your generosity or by (causing) hurt (to the recipient), like him who spends his wealth to show people and does not believe in Allaah and the Last Day. His likeness is like that of a smooth rock on which there is some sand. (when) Struck by a rainstorm, it is left bare (without any sand left on it). They (those who spend for show) have no control of anything they earn (they will see no reward for their charity in the Aakhirah just as the rock is left without sand). Allaah does not guide a nation of Kaafiroon (because they do not want to be guided).

265. The likeness of those who spend their wealth in search of Allaah’s pleasure and (who spend) because of the firmness of their souls (the conviction in their hearts that Allaah will reward them) is like a (fertile) garden on a hill. A rainstorm strikes it, causing it to bring forth double its fruit. Even if a rainstorm does not come, then even a light drizzle (would suffice to cause its fruit to grow). Allaah sees all that you do. (Therefore, the person who spends in charity for Allaah’s pleasure will earn tremendous rewards regardless of whether he spends a large amount or a small amount.)

266. Would any of you like to own a garden (an orchard) containing all types of fruit for himself, with palm trees, vines and rivers flowing beneath? (Later) He then suffers old age while he (still) has weak (young) children (who cannot assist him) and a severe wind carrying fire strikes (his garden), burning it down (leaving him in desperate want when he most needs wealth to care for his children. This example is like that of a person who spends in charity but also reminds others of his favours and causes them hurt. These evils destroy all his rewards and will leave him in desperate want of rewards in the Aakhirah when he will need them most. In this manner does Allaah make His Aayaat clear for you so that you may ponder. (If a person’s intentions are incorrect, the results of his actions will be fruitless.)
267. O you who have Imaan! Spend (in obedience to Allaah) of the pure things (wealth) that you have earned and of that which We produce for you from the earth. Do not intend (to spend in charity) the inferior things which you would not yourselves take except with closed eyes (do not give what you would not like to receive from others). Know that verily Allaah is Independent (and not in need of your charity. He accepts only that charity given with sincerity and love), Worthy of praise (in all conditions).

268. Shaytaan promises (threatens) you with poverty (telling you that you will become poor if you spend in charity) and orders you to (do acts of) immodesty whereas (if you spend in charity) Allaah promises you forgiveness from Him and (tremendous) bounty (an increase in provision). Allaah is All Embracing (His mercy and bounty surround everything), All Knowing (He knows the intentions and actions that people make public and those that they keep secret).

269. He gives wisdom (the understanding of Deen and beneficial knowledge that one practises) to whom He wills, and whoever is given wisdom has indeed received tremendous good (because it will lead him to success). Only people with intelligence (understanding) take heed.

270. Whatever charity you spend or oaths you vow, surely Allaah is Aware of them (whether the charity is a little or a great deal, whether the intentions are good or evil, whether the act is secret or public). The oppressors (those who are miserly and who spend their wealth against Allaah's orders) shall have no helper (against Allaah's punishment). (One should therefore not take vows in anyone's name besides Allaah's.)

271. If you make your charity apparent (public), then this is good (if your intention is not to show off), but if you secretly give it to the poor, it will be better for you (and for the recipient because he will not be embarrassed) and it will remove some of your sins. Allaah is Informed of what you do (regardless of whether your actions are open or secret).
272. Their guidance is not your duty (O Muhammad, you cannot force the Kaafiroon to be Muslim), but Allaah guides whoever He wills (your duty is only to convey the message). Whatever good (wealth) you spend is for yourselves (you will benefit by earning rewards from Allaah). You should spend only in search of Allaah's pleasure (and for no other motives; non-Muslims should not be attracted to Islaam solely for monetary gain). Whatever good (wealth) you spend shall be repaid to you in full and you will not be oppressed (you will not be given a reward less than you deserve).

273. (Charity is) For the poor who are held back in the path of Allaah (they are unable to seek a living because of their services to the Deen) and cannot travel in the land (for trade or work like the Sahabah and Ahlus Suffah). An ignorant person thinks that they (the poor) are wealthy because they refrain (from begging). You will recognise them by their signs (their humility and the signs of hardship). They do not persistently ask from people. (Because they do not ask from people at all, it is obvious that they are not the ones who persistently ask from others.) Whatever good (wealth) you spend, surely Allaah knows of it (He knows when, where and how you spend and will reward you accordingly).

274. Those who spend their wealth (for Allaah's pleasure) by night and day, secretly and openly, verily their reward is (guaranteed and kept safely) with their Rabb. No fear will come upon them neither shall they grieve.

275. Those who consume interest shall not stand up (on the Day of Qiyaamah) except like him whom the Shaytaan has driven mad by his touch. This (punishment) is because they...
say, “Trade is just like interest!” Allaah has permitted trade and forbidden interest. (Referring to those who took interest before this verse was revealed, Allaah says) The one to whom the advice from his Rabb (to give up interest) had come and he refrained (from interest), then for him is that (amount) which has passed and his affair rests with Allaah (Allaah shall decide his affair). Those who return (to dealing in interest, regarding it to be Halaal like trade) are indeed the dwellers of the Fire where they shall live forever.

276. Allaah destroys interest (reduces its purchasing power and deprives it of blessings) and increases charity (by increasing its purchasing power and granting great rewards for it). Allaah does not like the ungrateful sinner (who does not thank Allaah for His bounties).

277. Surely those who believe, do good deeds, establish salaah (regularly) and pay zakaah (without consuming interest), their reward is with their Rabb and no fear shall come upon them nor shall they grieve (in both worlds).

278. O you who have Imaan! Fear Allaah and give up (write off) what interest is left (what is still due to you) if you (really) are Mu’mineen. (After learning about the prohibition of interest, do not demand any interest owing to you.)

279. If you do not (avoid interest), then be warned of war from Allaah and His Rasoolﷺ. If you repent then you may have (only) your principal amount (the amount that you lent). Oppress not and you shall not be oppressed.

280. If he (the debtor) is in financial difficulty, then allow him grace until a time of ease (when he will be able to pay back easily). (However, remember that) It is better for you to be charitable (by writing off the debt completely). If you only knew (the tremendous reward for this act), (RasulAllaah ﷺ has mentioned that on the Day of Qiyaamah Allaah will give shade to the person who allows a struggling debtor more time to pay or who writes of the debt completely. Besides this shade that Allaah gives, there will be no other shade on the Day of Qiyaamah.)
281. Fear the day (of Qiyaamah) when you (all) shall be returned to Allaah (for reckoning), then every soul will be repaid (each one should worry about one’s own actions) in full and they shall not be oppressed (neither will one be deprived of any reward that one deserves nor will one be punished for any sin that one did not commit).

282. O you who have Imaan! When you contract a debt for a fixed period (of time) then write it down. Let a scribe (someone who can write) write down the transaction between you with fairness. No scribe should refuse to write (when he is asked to do so). As Allaah has taught him (to write), so should he write. Let him on whom the debt is (binding, i.e. the debtor) dictate (the terms of the contract). He should fear Allaah his Rabb and should not reduce anything of it (he should not undervalue the amount he is owing). If the one on whom the debt is (binding) is low in understanding, or weak (too young, too old or ill) or unable to dictate (because of a handicap or inability to speak the language), then his guardian should dictate (the contract) with fairness (with justice). Call to witness (the contract) two persons from your men. If there are not two men, then (it will suffice to use) one man and two women from those whom you approve as witnesses (people who are honest and trustworthy) so that if the one (woman) should err (forget), the other may remind her. The witnesses should not refuse (to state what they witnessed) when called (to do so). Do not be reluctant in record debts, be they small or large with (record of) their fixed terms (the date when the debt is due should be recorded). This (recording of debts) is more just in the sight of Allaah, stronger as evidence and the best way to avoid doubt between you; (it is therefore best to record all transactions) unless it is a cash transaction (the goods of) which you transfer amongst yourselves (on the spot). In that case (when the transaction is cash) there is no sin on you if you do not record it. Have witnesses
when you sell to each other (this and the command to record transactions are not obligatory but preferable). Let no harm (difficulty) come to the scribe or to the witness. If you do (harm them), then it is indeed a grave sin on you (Similarly, the scribe and the witness should also not cause harm to the creditor or to the debtor). Fear Allaah (by fulfilling His commands), Allaah shall teach you (what is good for you in all matters). Allaah is the Knower of all things.

283. If you are on a journey (and contract a debt) and cannot find a scribe (or any means to record the debt), then something (may be) taken (by the creditor) as security (from the debtor). If any of you entrust another (with any trust), then let him who is trusted hand over what is entrusted to him (on demand) and let him fear Allaah (by fulfilling the right of the creditor with truthfulness). Do not hide testimony (when you are called to deliver it) for whoever hides it has a sinful heart. Allaah knows well whatever you do.

284. To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. Whether you make known what is in your hearts or hide it, Allaah will bring you to account for it (will remind you of it on the Day of Qiyaamah). He forgives whoever He wills and punishes whoever He wills. Allaah has control over all things (ownership, knowledge and control of everything are in Allaah’s hands).

285. The Rasool (Muhammad) believed in that which has been revealed to him from his Rabb and (so do) the Mu’mineen. Each one believes in Allaah, His angels, His Books and His Rusul. (They say) “We make no distinction between one and another Messenger (we believe in every one of them, unlike others like the Jews and the Christians who reject some Prophets),” and they say, “We hear (Allaah’s commands) and we obey. (We ask) Your forgiveness, (O) our Rabb. To You is our return.”
286. Allaah does not place on a soul a responsibility (duty) except what is within its capability (Allaah shall therefore not take one to task for involuntary thoughts that enter one's mind). It (every soul) shall receive to its favour (credit) that (good acts) which it had earned and to its harm shall be what (sins) it had carried out. (Say,) “O our Rabb, do not take us to task if we forget or make mistakes (do not punish us if we do wrong through forgetfulness or by mistake). Our Rabb, do not place such responsibilities (duties) on us as You had placed on those before us. Our Rabb, do not enforce (impose) on us that which we do not have the strength to bear. Overlook (our sins), forgive us and have mercy on us. You are our Protector so assist us against the nation of Kaafiroon.”